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APRIL NEW RELEASES
The 17th Suspect

The Fallen

A series of shootings exposes San
Francisco to an unpredictable killer, and
a reluctant woman puts her trust in
Sergeant Lindsay Boxer. The confidential
informant’s tip leads Lindsay to
disturbing conclusions, including that
something has gone horribly wrong
inside the police department itself.

There’s something going on in
Baronville, Pennsylvania, that might be
the canary in the coal mine for the rest
of the country. Decker and Jamison
must pull out all the stops to solve their
latest case.

The Women’s Murder Club Series, Book 17
by James Patterson and Maxine Paetro
Read by January LaVoy

The Memory Man Series, Book 4
by David Baldacci
Read by Kyf Brewer and Orlagh Cassidy

• Print run: 500,000

• Print run: 400,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• #1 New York Times bestselling authors

• Every single one of Baldacci’s books have hit the bestseller lists

• National television, print, and online advertising
• Extensive blogger outreach

• Baldacci is one of the world’s most popular novelists, with more than
130 million worldwide sales

• Other books in the Women’s Murder Club series are also available

• Author website: DavidBaldacci.com

“It’s no mystery why James Patterson is the world’s most
popular thriller writer: his uncanny skill in creating living,
breathing characters…[and] lightning-fast plots.”

“A compelling puzzler…Baldacci is a truly gifted storyteller,
and this novel is a perfect ‘fix’ for the thriller aficionado.”
—Associated Press on The Fix

—Jeffery Deaver, #1 internationally bestselling author, praise for James Patterson
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/30/18
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (cf4i) 7 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$34.99
 9781549171581 $76.99
L 9781549171598

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/17/18
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (ccen) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$44.99
 9781549171550 $105.99
L 9781549171567

Twisted Prey

The Cutting Edge

A rich psychopath, Taryn Grant, had run
successfully for the US Senate. Lucas
Davenport was convinced that she’d
been responsible for three murders, but
he’d never been able to prove it. Once
a psychopath had gotten that kind of
rush, though, he or she often needed
another fix.

Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs seek a
killer terrorizing New York City couples
at their happiest—and most vulnerable,
while purchasing an engagement ring,
meeting with a wedding planner, or
trying on a bridal gown. But the Promisor
this time leaves behind one living witness.

The Prey Series, Book 28
by John Sandford
Reader to be announced

• A #1 New York Times bestselling series
• Author website: JohnSandford.com
• National print and online advertising

• Deaver has been awarded the Steel Dagger and Short Story Dagger
awards from the British Crime Writers’ Association and the Nero Wolfe
Award, among others
• Will appeal to fans of thrillers by James Patterson and David Baldacci

• Social media promotions

“If you haven’t read Sandford yet, you have been missing one
of the great summer-read novelists of all time.”
—Stephen King, praise for the author
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• Print run: 100,000
• New York Times bestselling author

• Many other books in the Prey series are also available

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
FICTION / CRIME • (cd4d) 11.5 hours • 9 CDs
 9780525525141 $86.99

The Lincoln Rhyme Series, Book 14
by Jeffery Deaver
Read by Edoardo Ballerini

“Deaver is a master of plot twists, and they are abundant in
this story that keeps the reader guessing about who can be
trusted and what’s behind the motivations of the abductor.”
—Associated Press on The Burial Hour
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (cckh) 15 hours • 13 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$44.99
 9781549171611 $118.99
L 9781549171628

Tel: 1-800-621-0182 • libraryservices@blackstoneaudio.com • www.BlackstoneLibrary.com

APRIL NEW RELEASES
Shoot First

The Sixth Day

The Stone Barrington Series, Book 45
by Stuart Woods
Read by Tony Roberts

A Brit in the FBI Series, Book 5
by Catherine Coulter and J. T. Ellison
Read by Renée Raudman and
MacLeod Andrews

The irresistible Stone Barrington returns
for another racy adventure from #1 New
York Times bestselling author Stuart
Woods. Stone has faced intrigue before
and come out clean on the other side,
but this latest turn of events might be
too scandalous even for him.

Special agents Nicholas Drummond
and Michaela Caine of the Cover Eyes
team take on a ruthless mastermind
and descendant of Vlad the Impaler, a
betrayed man with the power to truly
devastate London’s population by use
of drones.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author
• Stuart Woods has won France’s most prestigious award for crime fiction,
the Grand Prix de Littérature Policière

• Catherine Coulter is a #1 New York Times bestselling author
• J. T. Ellison is a New York Times bestselling author

• Woods’ thrillers are a brand readers come back to year after year

• Coulter is active on Facebook with over 74,000 followers

• Will appeal to fans of James Patterson and David Baldacci

• National print and online media campaign

• More titles in the Stone Barrington series are available

• Online promotions and features

• Author website: StuartWoods.com

“Stuart Woods is a no-nonsense, slam-bang storyteller.”

“Caine and Drummond are challenged as never before…
An adrenaline-fueled caper that’s hard to put down.”
—Booklist (starred review) on The End Game

—Chicago Tribune, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18
FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE • (cd4c) 7 hours • 6 CDs
 9780525494386 $78.99

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18
FICTION / ROMANCE / SUSPENSE • (ci3e) 11 hours • 9 CDs
 9781511371544 $75.99

The Thief

Three Dead Astronauts

The Black Dagger Brotherhood Series,
Book 16
by J. R. Ward
Read by Jim Frangione
As a lethal new enemy of the vampires
shows its face, and the Brotherhood
needs Assail back on his feet, Sola finds
herself a mission-critical force in a war
she doesn’t understand. And when
Assail’s truth comes out, will she run
from the horror or follow her heart?

• A #1 New York Times bestselling series
• Other books in the series are also available

The Borne Series
by Jeff VanderMeer
Reader to be announced

A mind-bending take on the
postapocalyptic, Three Dead Astronauts
expands the world of Nebula Award–
winning author Jeff VanderMeer’s
critically acclaimed novel Borne.

• New York Times bestselling author
• VanderMeer has won numerous awards, including multiple World
Fantasy Awards
• Further expands on the world of Borne, which the New York Times
named one of the most anticipated books of 2017

• Author website: JRWard.com
• National advertising campaign

• Also available from Blackstone: Borne and The Strange Bird

• Online marketing outreach

• Author website: JeffVanderMeer.com

• Social media campaign

“To die for…I love this series!”
—Suzanne Brockmann, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18
FICTION / ROMANCE / PARANORMAL • (cc2c) 17 hours • 14 CDs
 9780525526216 $103.99

“May be the most beautifully written, and believable,
postapocalyptic tale in recent memory.”
—Los Angeles Times on Borne
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / APOCALYPTIC & POST-APOCALYPTIC
(cbfq) 3 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$30.00
 9781538485682
$49.99
L 9781538485705 $19.95
N 9781538547328

Over 10,000 titles with more added each day at BlackstoneLibrary.com
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APRIL NEW RELEASES
After Anna

Cave of Bones

by Lisa Scottoline
Read by Mozhan Marnò and
George Newbern

The Leaphorn, Chee & Manuelito Novels,
Book 4
by Anne Hillerman
Read by Christina Delaine

John Himmel, widower and single father,
has remarried a wonderful woman, Ellen,
and for the first time in a long time he
and his son are happy. But their lives
are turned upside down when Ellen’s
drop-dead gorgeous—and dangerously
disturbed—daughter moves in.
• Print run: 50,000

• Print run: 150,000

• New York Times bestselling author
• Lisa Scottline is an Edgar Award–winning author

• New York Times bestselling author

• Many other titles by Scottoline are also available

• The first novel in the series made the bestseller lists of the New York
Times, Los Angeles Times, and San Francisco Chronicle, won a Spur Award,
and was finalist for a Dilys Award

• Author website: Scottoline.com

• Will appeal to fans of Craig Johnson’s Walt Longmire series

• Scottoline is active on Facebook and Twitter, with over 85,000 followers

“A master of stories that combine familial love…with nail-biting
stories of spirited everywomen bent on finding the truth.”
—Washington Post on Most Wanted
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (c9rm) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781427292995 $86.99

The Glass Room

The Vera Stanhope Mysteries, Book 5
by Ann Cleeves
Reader to be announced
When a body is discovered and Vera’s
neighbor is found with a knife, Vera
knows that she should hand the
case over. But the investigation is too
tempting, and she’s never been one
to follow the rules. Somewhere there
is a killer who has taken murder off the
page and is making it real.

• Diamond Dagger Award–winning author
• Cleeves is quite prolific, having published thirty books in thirty years
• More titles in the series are also available

“The latest from Hillerman continues worldbuilding in a tale
that will reward long-term readers.”
—Kirkus Reviews on Song of the Lion

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / POLICE PROCEDURAL
(caa6) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
 9781538497364 $59.99
L 9781538497371

One Last Breath

by Lisa Jackson and Nancy Bush
Read by Julie McKay

Even in remote Point Roberts,
Washington, Rory Abernathy can’t
hide from the past. Time has passed
since a gunman opened fire on her
wedding party, but the killer’s need for
vengeance hasn’t. And as a nightmare
stirs to life again, there’s nowhere left
to run.
• New York Times bestselling authors
• The duo’s Wicked Lies and Wicked Game both spent four weeks on the
printed New York Times bestseller list—Wicked Lies reaching #13, and
Wicked Game #8
• Will appeal to fans of romantic suspense, as well as fans of Iris Johansen,
Tami Hoag, Kay Hooper, and Linda Howard

• Author website: AnnCleeves.com
• National print and online publicity
• Library marketing campaign

“Detective Vera Stanhope is a remarkable creation.”

“Superb…A masterpiece of romantic suspense with
enough twists and turns to keep the reader eagerly
anticipating the breathtaking conclusion.”

—Bookseller (UK)

—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Something Wicked

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / WOMEN SLEUTHS • (ccyw) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 9781427288578 $104.99
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While Tribal Police officer Bernadette
Manuelito tries to solve two
mysteries—a human skeleton
discovered in a cave and a missing
instructor—her husband, Jim, juggles
trouble closer to home: a vengeful man
he sent to prison has returned.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
FICTION / ROMANCE / SUSPENSE • (ccbs) 15 hours • 12 CDs
 9781491532317 $44.99

Tel: 1-800-621-0182 • libraryservices@blackstoneaudio.com • www.BlackstoneLibrary.com

APRIL NEW RELEASES
Hold Back the Dark

Noir

The Bishop / Special Crimes Unit Series,
Book 18
by Kay Hooper
Read by Joyce Bean

A Novel
by Christopher Moore
Reader to be announced
It’s not every afternoon that an
enigmatic blonde named Stilton (like
the cheese) walks into the scruffy gin
joint where Sammy “Two Toes” Tiffin
tends bar. It’s love at first sight, but
before Sammy can make his move, an
Air Force general named Remy arrives
with some urgent business.

The Special Crimes Unit has been called to
Prosperity, North Carolina, to investigate
a string of murders carried out by people
with no memory of their crimes. As a
dark pattern emerges, even the most
experienced SCU agents have to wonder
if this is beyond their understanding.
• A New York Times bestselling series

• Print run: 200,000

• Nail-biting suspense with elements of romance and the supernatural—
perfect for fans of Iris Johansen and Tami Hoag

• New York Times bestselling author

• Small towns with big secrets create the perfect creepy atmosphere to
draw readers in

“Hooper is a master of the eerie and creepy…If you love your
serial killer mysteries layered with psychic and paranormal
elements, then Hooper is just the author for you!”

• Christopher Moore is active on Twitter, with over 110,000 followers
• Several other titles by Moore are also available
• Author website: ChrisMoore.com
• National online advertising, including Facebook

“You just can’t make this stuff up. But Christopher Moore can.”
—Washington Post on Secondhand Souls

—RT Book Reviews (4 stars) on Wait for Dark

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (ccbu) 8 hours • 6 CDs
 9781511394062 $75.99

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/17/18
FICTION / GENERAL • (caka) 11.5 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
 9781538502228 $59.99
L 9781538502235

Circe

Varina

To protect what she loves most, Circe
must summon all her strength and
choose, once and for all, whether she
belongs with the gods she is born from
or the mortals she has come to love.
Circe is an intoxicating epic of family
rivalry and a celebration of indomitable
female strength in a man’s world.

Inspired by the audacious and
adventure-filled life of Varina Howell
Davis, the second wife of President
Jefferson Davis, Varina is the forcefully
rendered, captivating fourth novel from
Charles Frazier, returning to the time
and place of his momentous first novel.

by Madeline Miller
Read by Perdita Weeks

A Novel
by Charles Frazier
Reader to be announced

• Print run: 75,000

• Print run: 500,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• #1 New York Times bestselling and National Book Award–winning author

• Madeline Miller was the winner of the 2012 Orange Prize for Fiction

• With Varina, Frazier is returning for the first time to the setting of Cold
Mountain and to this perennially fascinating moment in American history

• Miller has received high praise from major publications and bestselling
authors
• Will appeal to fans of The Penelopiad by Margaret Atwood and Norse
Mythology by Neil Gaiman

“An epic spanning thousands of years that’s also a keep-youup-all-night page turner.”

• Frazier is one of those rare writers who can write for a big, varied
audience—his stories and characters have great commercial and
cinematic potential

“As close to a masterpiece as American writing
is going to come these days.”
—Raleigh News & Observer on Cold Mountain

—Ann Patchett, #1 New York Times bestselling author
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18
FICTION / HISTORICAL • (ccec) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781549171765 $100.99

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
FICTION / HISTORICAL • (cbmp) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs
 9780062406033 $95.99

Over 10,000 titles with more added each day at BlackstoneLibrary.com
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APRIL NEW RELEASES
Claim Me, Cowboy

Navy Brides

The Copper Ridge: Desire Series, Book 3
by Maisey Yates
Reader to be announced

Navy Wife & Navy Blues
The Navy Series, Books 1 & 2
by Debbie Macomber
Reader to be announced
Rush Callaghan holds duty to his
country above all else; does Lindy Kyle
have the courage to be his wife? Passion
was never the problem—It was the
absences that tore Carol and Steve
apart; have they grown enough to risk
trying again?
• #1 New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
• Macomber’s novels have spent over 990 weeks on the New York Times
bestseller list—twelve hitting the #1 spot
• More than 200 million copies of Debbie Macomber’s books have been
sold worldwide
• Macomber’s reissues are loved by fans and continually earn top spots
on all major bestseller lists

“I’ve never met a Macomber book I didn’t love!”
—Linda Lael Miller, #1 New York Times bestselling author, praise for the author

AVAILABLE 4/24/18
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (cdpf) 12.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
 9781538510773 $59.99
L 9781538510797

Danielle Kelly, the woman on
Joshua Grayson’s doorstep, is brash,
independent, and holding a baby! His
father won’t approve, which makes her
perfect for Joshua’s scheme. He won’t
be tempted to touch her, to claim her …
or to fall in love.
• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
• Yates’ books consistently receive strong praise from readers and
critics alike
• Will appeal to fans of Beverly Marsh and Winter Renshaw
• Other titles in the Copper Ridge: Desire series are also available
• Author website: MaiseyYates.com

“Yates’ visually powerful narrative tells a timely, heartbreaking
story starring an unforgettable couple.”
—RT Book Reviews (4½ stars) on The Couple Who Fooled the World

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
FICTION / ROMANCE / WESTERN • (cek8) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
 9781538515723 $49.99
L 9781538515730

Bottom Feeders

The First Family

A page-turning whodunit, Bottom
Feeders describes a hapless Hollywood
cast and crew that eke out a living
working on low-budget fare. Their
ambitious TV movie needs to be made
fast and cheap, but a brutal murder
grinds production to a halt.

Is someone out to murder the
President’s son? If so, why? As Dr. Lee
Blackwood searches for answers, he
uncovers unimaginable secrets and
betrayals that breach the highest levels
of security.

A Novel
by John Shepphird
Read by Bronson Pinchot

• Video trailers

• New York Times bestselling authors

• National and regional reviews and interviews

• Michael Palmer’s books have been translated into over thirty languages

• Social media campaign

• Several other books by Michael Palmer and Daniel Palmer are also
available

• Push to independent/DIY movie-making movement
• Digital ARCs available on NetGalley and Edelweiss

“I absolutely devoured this book, and still can’t
believe it’s a debut novel…I’ll be waiting for whatever
he writes next!”
—Steve Hamilton, New York Times bestselling and Edgar Award–winning author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / GENERAL • (c98n) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$29.95
 9781538412879 $69.00
L 9781538421444
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A Novel
by Michael Palmer and Daniel Palmer
Reader to be announced

• Author website: DanielPalmerBooks.com
• National print and online publicity
• Online advertising campaign

“A riveting potboiler of a story.”
—James Rollins, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/17/18
FICTION / THRILLERS / MEDICAL • (c9se) 13 hours • 10 CDs
 9781427293152 $86.99

Tel: 1-800-621-0182 • libraryservices@blackstoneaudio.com • www.BlackstoneLibrary.com

APRIL NEW RELEASES
Macbeth

On Brassard’s Farm

The Hogarth Shakespeare Series
by Jo Nesbø
Reader to be announced

A Novel
by Daniel Hecht
Read by Lisa Flanagan

In a run-down industrial town, a drug
lord named Hecate has connections
with the highest in power, and plans
to use them to get his way. Hecate’s
plot hinges on steadily manipulating
Inspector Macbeth, a man already
susceptible to violent and paranoid
tendencies.

On Brassard’s Farm is the chronicle
of a young woman who, through
desperation and luck, finds herself
working on a Vermont dairy farm and
living alone on the wild forest land she
bought nearby.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Hecht has had bestsellers in the United States, England, Holland,
and Israel

• Nesbø’s star continues to rise, with high-profile public appearances and
a strong social media following

• Hecht teaches a multitude of writing courses at Champlain College,
including creative writing and an advanced fiction workshop

• National advertising campaign and extensive promotion on author’s
social media

• Also available: City of Masks and Bones of the Barbary Coast

• National review and feature attention

• Author blog: DanielHechtBlog.com

• Author website: DanielHecht.com

• Author events and interviews

“Jo Nesbø is my new favorite thriller writer.”
—Michael Connelly, praise for the author
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18
FICTION / LITERARY • (cbtp) 11 hours • 9 CDs
 9780525588337 $86.99

“Daniel Hecht’s story made me fall in love…In times of
darkness, a story like this gives light, and strength, and hope.”
—Laurie R. King, New York Times bestselling author
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
FICTION / LITERARY • (c3nd) 13.5 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$29.95
 9781504797436 $109.00
L 9781504797450
N 9781538542293 $74.99

The Female Persuasion

You Think It, I’ll Say It

Upon hearing sixty-three-year-old
Faith Frank speak for the first time, shy
college freshman Greer Kadetsky—full
of longing for an ambition that she can’t
quite place—feels her inner world light
up. And then, astonishingly, Faith invites
Greer to make something out of that
sense of purpose.

Throughout the ten stories in You
Think It, I’ll Say It, Sittenfeld upends
assumptions about class, relationships,
and gender roles in a nation that feels
both adrift and viscerally divided.

A Novel
by Meg Wolitzer
Reader to be announced

• New York Times bestselling author
• Wolitzer is widely acclaimed, both critically and commercially, and this
novel is fiercely awaited

Stories
by Curtis Sittenfeld
Reader to be announced

• New York Times bestselling author
• Stories feature edgy, neurotic female main characters, giving the book
a novel-in-stories feel
• Online marketing outreach

• Author website: MegWolitzer.com

• Social media campaign

• Online and print advertising

• Targeted email marketing

• Academic marketing and library promotions

“This insightful and resonant novel explores what it is to
both embrace womanhood and suffer because of it.”

“Novelists get called master storytellers all the time,
but Sittenfeld really is one.”
—Washington Post, praise for the author

—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN • (cbo4) 8 hours • 7 CDs
 9780525528166 $78.99

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
FICTION / SHORT STORIES • (cc72) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs
 9780525527770 $78.99

Over 10,000 titles with more added each day at BlackstoneLibrary.com
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APRIL NEW RELEASES
Acid West

Shot in the Dark

The radical evolution of American identity, from cowboys to drone warriors to space explorers, is a story
rooted in southern New Mexico. Acid West illuminates
this history.

A dating game turns the Village Blend into a hookup
hotspot—until a gunshot turns the coffeehouse into a
crime scene. Manager and amateur sleuth Clare fears
the killer will strike again.

Essays
by Joshua Wheeler
Reader to be announced

The Coffeehouse Mysteries, Book 17
by Cleo Coyle
Reader to be announced

• Joshua Wheeler’s writing has appeared in many literary journals, including the
Iowa Review and the Missouri Review
• Raised to adulthood in New Mexico, Wheeler writes from his personal
knowledge of myths and legends spread throughout the desert
• Wheeler is a professor of creative writing at Louisiana State University

• A New York Times bestselling series
• Will appeal to fans of Susan Wittig Albert’s China Bayles mysteries and Laura
Childs’ Tea Shop mysteries
• Other books in the Coffeehouse Mystery series are also available

“A delicious mystery!”

• Will appeal to fans of Pulphead by John Jeremiah Sullivan and About a Mountain
by John D’Agata
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/17/18
LITERARY COLLECTIONS / ESSAYS • (cfp5) 12.5 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$29.95
 9781538535790 $109.00
L 9781538535813

—Woman’s World, praise for the series
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/17/18
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / COZY • (bklo) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$29.95
 9781538434871 $90.00
L 9781538434895
N 9781538542316 $74.99

The Light within Me

All the Beautiful Lies

by Ainsley Earhardt
Reader to be announced

A Novel
by Peter Swanson
Reader to be announced

Days before his college graduation, Harry Ackerson’s
father dies suspiciously. Harry wants to uncover what
happened, but two women complicating the matter
include his enticing stepmother.
• Print run: 100,000
• Swanson’s The Kind Worth Killing and The Girl with a Clock for a Heart have been
optioned for film

“Suspense lovers will devour this deliciously duplicitous read, which is
chock-full of twists, turns, lust, greed, and dishonesty.”
—Library Journal

In this moving memoir, Ainsley Earhardt reminisces
about growing up with a father who loved his children unconditionally, a cherished model of parenthood she has adopted with her own daughter.
• Print run: 250,000
• #1 New York Times bestselling author
• This memoir is a must for Ainsley’s many viewers
• Ainsley has grown to be a recognizable and respected voice since joining the
Fox family in 2007

“Earhardt’s you-can-do-it message is consistently encouraging.”
—Publishers Weekly on Take Heart, My Child

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (cak6) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
 9781538496763 $59.99
L 9781538496770

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / RELIGIOUS • (c9wd) 10.25 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
 9781538502402 $59.99
L 9781538502419

North

Fascism

Scott Jurek, world-renowned ultramarathon champion, recounts his quest to break the speed record for
the Appalachian Trail—which required him to move
beyond will power and reinvent himself.

From one of the most admired international leaders
comes a timely and personal look at the history and
resurgence of fascism and the threat it poses to international freedom, prosperity, and peace.

A Warning
by Madeleine Albright
Read by the author

Finding My Way While Running the Appalachian Trail
by Scott Jurek
Read by the author

• Print run: 150,000

• Print run: 150,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• New York Times bestselling author and former secretary of state

• Jurek is one of the most famous ultrarunners in the world, and two feature
films about him are in the works

• The election of Donald Trump, Brexit, and the growing influence of
antidemocratic forces, among other threats, make Albright’s take on fascism
necessary listening

“Runners of all levels…will be inspired to lace up
their sneaks and hit the trails.”
—Amazon.com, editorial review, on Eat and Run
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18
SPORTS & RECREATION / RUNNING & JOGGING • (agv7) 9 hours • 8 CDs
 9781478996491 $90.99
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“Albright is frank, assertive…straight-shooting.”
—New York Times on Madam Secretary: A Memoir
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18
POLITICAL SCIENCE / POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES / FASCISM & TOTALITARIANISM
(cajx) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
 9781538544501 $59.99
L 9781538544525

Tel: 1-800-621-0182 • libraryservices@blackstoneaudio.com • www.BlackstoneLibrary.com

APRIL NEW RELEASES
See What Can Be Done

Hunting El Chapo

Essays, Criticism, and Commentary
by Lorrie Moore
Read by Bernadette Dunne

The Inside Story of the American Lawman Who
Captured the World’s Most-Wanted Drug Lord
by Cole Merrell and Douglas Century
Read by Robert Fass

See What Can Be Done collects more than fifty prose
pieces by one of America’s most revered and admired
novelists and short-story writers.

Hunting El Chapo takes the listener behind the scenes
of one of the most dangerous counter-narcotics
operations in history.

• Award-winning and critically acclaimed author and essayist

• Print run: 200,000

• National media appearances, including NPR and print features

• Douglas Century was a finalist for the 2003 Edgar Award for Best Nonfiction Crime

• Will appeal to fans of South and West by Joan Didion, Upstream by Mary Oliver,
and The Abundance by Annie Dillard

• Hunting El Chapo is currently being adapted into a major film by Sony Pictures

“This collection of sixty lucid and erudite cultural essays by the
award-winning fiction writer is a treasure.”

“Gripping…Fascinating and well-told, creating a vivid picture of the
risks in undercover work.”
—Cleveland Plain Dealer on Armed and Dangerous

—Jane Ciabattari, author of Stealing the Fire
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
LITERARY COLLECTIONS / ESSAYS • (ccb2) 15 hours • 12 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$29.95
 9781538494011 $109.00
L 9781538494035

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
TRUE CRIME / ORGANIZED CRIME • (agmn) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 9780062694423 $78.99

Greeks Bearing Gifts

The Girl Who Smiled Beads

A vicious murder puts Bernie Gunther on the trail of
World War II criminals in Greece. But there’s an even
more sinister truth: a killer has returned to Athens …
or maybe they never left.

In 1994, six-year-old Clemantine fled the Rwandan
massacre and spent the next six years wandering
through seven countries. The Girl Who Smiled Beads
captures the true cost of war.

A Story of War and What Comes After
by Clemantine Wamariya and Elizabeth Weil
Reader to be announced

The Bernie Gunther Novels, Book 13
by Philip Kerr
Read by John Lee

• New York Times bestselling author

• This book grew out of a viral essay on Medium

• The series is popular with well-known celebrities like Jack Nicholson
and Tom Hanks

• Clemantine has spoken at TEDx Yale and at various human rights symposiums

• National print campaign

• Directly relevant to current discussions of immigration and refugees

“A brilliantly innovative thriller writer.”

“Extraordinary and heart-rending. Wamariya is as fiercely
talented as she is courageous.”

—Salman Rushdie, praise for the author

—Junot Díaz, Pulitzer Prize–winning author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
FICTION / THRILLERS • (cd4b) 13 hours • 11 CDs
 9780399566509 $95.99

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS • (cckc) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs
 9780525526285 $86.99

Before I Let You Go

Fair Blows the Wind

by Kelly Rimmer
Reader to be announced

A Novel
The Chantry Series, Book 1
by Louis L’Amour
Reader to be announced

With her sister in court-ordered rehab, Lexie Vidler
finds herself caring for her fragile newborn niece
while her carefully ordered life is collapsing around
her.

Tatton Chantry sees all his dreams within reach:
wealth, his family land, and the heart of a Peruvian
beauty. But first he must survive Indians, pirates, and a
swordsman who wants him dead.

• Print run: 150,000
• USA Today bestselling author
• Kelly Rimmer’s novels have been translated into over twenty languages
• Perfect for book clubs and women’s groups

“Above all, this is a novel about the deepest love possible.”
—Luanne Rice, New York Times bestselling author
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
FICTION / FAMILY LIFE • (cdp5) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
 9781538510476 $59.99
L 9781538510490

• #1 New York Times bestselling author
• L’Amour was awarded the Congressional Gold Medal by Ronald Reagan

“L’Amour falls into the grand tradition of Jack London
and Robert Louis Stevenson.”
—Wall Street Journal, praise for the author
AVAILABLE 4/10/18
FICTION / WESTERNS • (cbto) 9 hours • 8 CDs
 9781524783150 $70.99

Over 10,000 titles with more added each day at BlackstoneLibrary.com
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APRIL NEW RELEASES
The Beauty Diet

Season of Storms

Grounded in science and based on a foundation of
rejuvenation and the enjoyment of life, The Beauty
Diet is a guide to unleashing the potential for lasting,
natural, toxin-free beauty within you.

Geralt fights, travels, and loves again. Dandelion
sings and flies from trouble to trouble. Sorcerers are
scheming, and across the whole world clouds are
gathering—the season of storms is coming.

Unlock the Five Secrets of Ageless Beauty
from the Inside Out
by David Wolfe
Reader to be announced

The Witcher Series, Book 6
by Andrzej Sapkowski
Translated by David French
Read by Peter Kenny

• Print run: 50,000

• Print run: 75,000

• David Wolfe has over 11 million followers on social media

• New York Times bestselling author

• Extensive online search and display advertising

• This wildly popular series inspired the Witcher video games

“Packed with detail and keys to living not just longer, but healthier!”
—Midwest Book Review on Longevity Now
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
HEALTH & FITNESS / DIET & NUTRITION / GENERAL • (cab0) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
 9781538497005 $59.99
L 9781538497012

“Like a complicated magic spell, a Sapkowski novel is a hodgepodge of
fantasy, intellectual discourse, and dry humor. Recommended.”
—Time on Blood of Elves
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/17/18
FICTION / FANTASY / EPIC • (ccym) 20 hours • 16 CDs
 9781549172229 $123.99

Rocket Men

My Dear Hamilton

The Daring Odyssey of Apollo 8 and the Astronauts
Who Made Man’s First Journey to the Moon
by Robert Kurson
Read by Ray Porter
Rocket Men is a vivid, gripping narrative that shows
anew the epic danger involved, and the singular
bravery it took, for man to leave Earth for the first
time—and to arrive at a new world.

A Novel of Eliza Schuyler Hamilton
by Stephanie Dray and Laura Kamoie
Reader to be announced
Eliza’s story is here as it’s never been told before—not
just as the wronged wife at the center of a political sex
scandal—but also as a founding mother who shaped
an American legacy.
• Print run: 230,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and USA Today bestselling authors

• December 2018 will mark the fiftieth anniversary of the Apollo 8 mission

• Stephanie Dray is the winner of the New Jersey Romance Writer’s
Golden Leaf Award

“In 1968 we sent men to the Moon…Rocket Men, under Robert Kurson’s
compelling narrative, is that under-told story.”
—Neil deGrasse Tyson
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
HISTORY / UNITED STATES / 20TH CENTURY • (cbo3) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 9780525527008 $95.99

—Allison Pataki, New York Times bestselling author, on America’s First Daughter
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
FICTION / HISTORICAL • (ccg5) 14 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
 9781538499825 $59.99
L 9781538499832

The Best Cook in the World

Lady in Red

Margaret Bragg does not own a single cookbook, but
she can tell you the secrets to perfect food. In this
book her son tells the stories that framed his mother’s
cooking, from childhood into old age.

Lady in Red is the ultimate collection of stories related
to First Lady Nancy Reagan, lovingly compiled by her
close friend and former press secretary.

Tales from My Momma’s Table
by Rick Bragg
Read by the author

• New York Times bestselling author
• Bragg won a Pulitzer Prize in 1996 for his stories about contemporary America
• Also available: All Over but the Shoutin’ and My Southern Journey

“Steeped in personal memories and experiences…
full of down-to-earth insights.”
—Publishers Weekly on My Southern Journey
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS • (cbo1) 18 hours • 15 CDs
 9780525588641 $103.99
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“Painstakingly researched, beautifully hewn, compulsively readable.”

An Intimate Portrait of Nancy Reagan
by Sheila Tate
Read by Kimberly Farr

• Sheila Tate served as press secretary to First Lady Nancy Reagan from
1981 to 1985
• Includes interviews with President George H. W. Bush, Chris Wallace,
James Baker, Ed Meese, Peggy Noonan, Maureen Dowd, and Lesley Stahl
• National broadcast, print, and radio campaign
• National conservative radio tour with top hosts
• Select events across the country
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PRESIDENTS & HEADS OF STATE
(cbtn) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 9780525588474 $78.99

Tel: 1-800-621-0182 • libraryservices@blackstoneaudio.com • www.BlackstoneLibrary.com

APRIL NEW RELEASES
Wits Guts Grit

My Oxford Year

Jena Pincott, acclaimed science writer and mother of
two, teaches parents how the underlying ingredients
of the traits we all want for our kids are all around us,
ready to be harnessed.

My Oxford Year tells the unforgettable story about a
young woman eager to make her mark on the world
and the handsome man who introduces her to an
incredible love that will alter her future.

All-Natural Biohacks for Raising Smart, Resilient Kids
by Jena Pincott
Read by Marguerite Gavin

• Pincott’s Do Chocolate Lovers Have Sweeter Babies? received starred reviews
from Library Journal and Kirkus Reviews
• Her science writing and interviews have appeared in numerous publications

“Fascinating…This winning title deserves some talking up.”
—Library Journal (starred review) on
Do Chocolate Lovers Have Sweeter Babies?
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/1/18
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / PARENTING / GENERAL • (cc15) 7 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$29.95
 9781538490372 $55.00
L 9781538490396

A Novel
by Julia Whelan
Reader to be announced

• Print run: 30,000
• My Oxford Year is planned to be a major motion picture, already in
development with Temple Hill Entertainment
• Julia Whelan is well-known as a TV and film actress, and as a voice talent

“As fun and charming as it is powerful and wise. Ella Durran is a breath of
fresh air and her story will stay with you long after you’re done.”
—Taylor Jenkins Reid, author of The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN • (ccoo) 11.5 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$59.99
 9781538502198
L 9781538502204 $39.99

Lean on Pete Movie Tie-In

Something Wonderful

Vlautin’s award-winning novel follows the story of a
newly orphaned fifteen-year-old boy struggling to
make his way to a long-lost aunt, who just might give
him a home.

Even before they joined forces, Richard Rodgers and
Oscar Hammerstein II had written dozens of Broadway
shows, but together they pioneered a new art form:
the serious musical play.

A Novel
by Willy Vlautin
Read by the author

• Now a major motion picture starring Steve Buscemi and Chloë Sevigny
• Lean on Pete won two Oregon Book Awards: the Ken Kesey Award for Fiction
and the Reader’s Choice Award

Rodgers and Hammerstein’s Broadway Revolution
by Todd S. Purdum
Read by the author

• Print run: 50,000
• A revelatory portrait of the creative partnership that transformed musical theater
• Purdum is a contributing editor at Vanity Fair and a senior writer at Politico

“Lean on Pete riveted me. Reading it, I was heartbroken and moved;
enthralled and convinced. This is serious American literature.”

“Excellent…An astute, well-paced, and highly readable
play-by-play of the bill’s journey to become a law.”

—Oregonian (Portland, OR)

—Atlantic on An Idea Whose Time Has Come

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
FICTION / COMING OF AGE • (bjwc) 10 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
 9781538454091 $59.99
L 9781538454107

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / ENTERTAINMENT & PERFORMING ARTS
(cfvp) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$90.00
 9781538537022
$29.95
$79.99
L 9781538537046
N 9781538542408

Making Things Right

Tart of Darkness

On the surface, Making Things Right is the story of a
loft renovation. But it is also a book about work and
identity, and what it means to make things with your
hands in a consumerism-driven world.

When Dani unexpectedly inherits an enormous old
house in a quaint college town, the friend of one of
her boarders is murdered, and Dani becomes one of
the primary suspects.

The Simple Philosophy of a Working Life
by Ole Thorstensen
Reader to be announced

• Thorstensen documents the course of a construction project in an engaging
narrative, offering his professional insight into processes that few people
know anything about
• A great gift for people interested in home renovation and skilled labor

“This book is just as solid as the craft he describes.”
—Times (London)
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
HOUSE & HOME / REMODELING & RENOVATION • (chgi) 6 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$55.00
 9781538543887
L 9781538543900 $29.95

The Chef-to-Go Mysteries, Book 1
by Denise Swanson
Read by Melissa Moran

• New York Times bestselling author
• Denise Swanson is an Agatha Award and Mary Higgins Clark Award nominee
• Also available: Dead in the Water

“I cannot wait to revisit Dani’s B&B in the next installment
of what’s sure to be a long-lived, well-loved series.”
—Julie Hyzy, New York Times bestselling author
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / COZY • (cesi) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$69.00
 9781538518502
L 9781538518526 $29.95
$69.99
N 9781538542323

Over 10,000 titles with more added each day at BlackstoneLibrary.com
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APRIL NEW RELEASES
Radiant Shimmering Light

The Oracle Year

by Sarah Selecky
Reader to be announced

A Novel
by Charles Soule
Reader to be announced
When an unassuming Manhattan bassist named Will
Dando awakens from a dream with 108 predictions
about the future in his head, he rapidly finds himself
the most powerful man in the world.
• Print run: 60,000
• New York Times bestselling author

• Selecky’s This Cake Is for the Party was a finalist for the Scotiabank Giller Prize
and long-listed for the Frank O’Connor International Short Story Award
• Selecky is the founder of the online creative writing school Story Is a State of Mind

• Will appeal to fans of Joe Hill and Brad Meltzer

“Soule’s The Oracle Year is like a sliding puzzle…A wonderfully mysterious
thriller that proves Soule is as much a master of prose as he is of
comic book script.”
—Chuck Wendig, New York Times bestselling author
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE • (caai) 11.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$59.99
 9781538500064
L 9781538500071 $39.99

Living a Life You Love

Embracing the Adventure of Being Led by the Holy Spirit
by Joyce Meyer
Read by Jodi Carlisle
It’s common to be more frustrated with life than at peace
with it. Living a Life You Love is the key to shifting your
perspective so that you may relish every part of life.
• Print run: 200,000

• Author website: SarahSelecky.com

“Sparkling…Utterly fascinating. Selecky’s writing, so unfussy and fresh,
lures the reader in over and over again.”
—New York Times Book Review on This Cake Is for the Party
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
FICTION / GENERAL • (cck9) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$105.00
 9781538495407
L 9781538495421

$29.95

New Power

How Power Works in Our Hyperconnected World—
and How to Make It Work for You
by Jeremy Heimans and Henry Timms
Read by Andrew Fallaize
Heimans and Timms showcase unlikely leaders using
new power techniques to illuminate dramatic shifts in
business, politics, and our everyday lives.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• The authors launched their ideas in Harvard Business Review

• Meyer’s Enjoying Everyday Life broadcast is viewed in over 1.5 million homes
each month

• Will appeal both to old power leaders and to progressives interested in more
democratic distributions of power

“Readers will resonate with Meyer’s ability to relate
biblical principles to daily life.”
—Publishers Weekly on Living beyond Your Feelings
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
RELIGION / CHRISTIAN LIFE / INSPIRATIONAL • (ccdu) 5.5 hours • 5 CDs
$69.99
 9781549171666

“If you want to understand how the world is changing…
this book could not be coming at a better time.”
—Sir Richard Branson
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / MANAGEMENT • (cb4v) 8 hours • 7 CDs
$86.99
 9780525531807

When the Heart Waits

Julius Caesar

Sue Monk Kidd relates the passionate and moving tale
of her spiritual crisis. Full of wisdom, poise, and grace,
her words will encourage us along our journey to
becoming who we truly are.

This powerful rendition of Julius Cesar, performed by a
full cast from the Oregon Shakespeare Festival, tells a
tale of war and the violent consequences of betrayal.

Spiritual Direction for Life’s Sacred Questions
by Sue Monk Kidd
Read by Carrington MacDuffie

• New York Times bestselling author

by William Shakespeare
An Oregon Shakespeare Festival production
Directed by Shana Cooper
Performed by a full cast

• When the Heart Waits received Virtue magazine’s Book of the Year award

• The Blackstone and Oregon Shakespeare Festival production of Hamlet
was nominated for a Grammy Award in 2011

• Kidd’s The Secret Life of Bees was adapted into an award-winning film

• Also available from Blackstone: Hamlet, King Lear, Romeo and Juliet, and more

“A powerhouse of a production…It’s that good.”

• Author website: SueMonkKidd.com

“A joy to read…Honest and healing.”
—Alan Jones, author of Soul Making
AVAILABLE 4/24/18
RELIGION / CHRISTIAN LIFE / INSPIRATIONAL • (cgch) 7 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$55.00
$29.95
 9781538540152
L 9781538540176
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Under the tutelage of her famous cousin, Lilian’s
life changes drastically, becoming everything she’s
dreamed of. But is it everything she wants? And can
she trust everything her cousin says?

—Siskiyou Daily News on the Oregon Shakespeare Festival’s
theatrical production of Julius Caesar
AVAILABLE 4/3/18
DRAMA / SHAKESPEARE • (cf9n) 2.5 hours • 2 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$28.00
$19.95
 9781538522042
L 9781538522066
$49.99
N 9781538542378

Tel: 1-800-621-0182 • libraryservices@blackstoneaudio.com • www.BlackstoneLibrary.com

APRIL NEW RELEASES
50 Ways to Get a Job

Grateful

Whether you’ve just decided to start the hunt or you’re
gearing up for a big interview, 50 Ways to Get a Job will
help you land your dream career.

Diana Butler Bass explores why gratitude is missing as
a modern spiritual practice, offers practical suggestions for reclaiming it, and explains how this can lead
to greater connection with God and ourselves.

An Unconventional Guide to Finding Work
on Your Terms
by Dev Aujla | Foreword by Lodro Rinzler
Read by the author

• Aujla’s writing and work have been featured in dozens of media outlets
• Author webiste: DevAujla.com

“A practical, inspiring, quietly subversive guide that speaks directly
to this generation’s desire to create their own economy and
become their own heroes.”
—Anya Kamenetz, author of Generation Debt, on Making Good
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / CAREERS / JOB HUNTING • (cbqt) 6 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$55.00
$29.95
 9781538487754
L 9781538487778

The Transformative Power of Giving Thanks
by Diana Butler Bass
Reader to be announced

• Print run: 30,000
• Bass’ writing has appeared in the New York Times and the Washington Post
• Bass is active on Twitter, with over 28,000 followers
• Author website: DianaButlerBass.com

“Refreshing, evocative, well-informed, and original.”
—Harvey Cox, author of The Future of Faith, on Christianity after Religion
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
RELIGION / CHRISTIAN LIFE / SPIRITUAL GROWTH • (caju) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$59.99
$39.99
 9781538498446
L 9781538498453

The Home for Unwanted Girls

Cake Book Two

The stories of Maggie and Elodie intertwine but never
touch, until Maggie realizes she must go in search of
her long-lost daughter—finally reclaiming the truth
that has been denied them both.

From popular author Lauren Dane, whose books have
earned awards from RT Book Reviews’ for best erotic
romance, comes Cake Book Two, to be unveiled in time
for its release in April 2018.

A Novel
by Joanna Goodman
Reader to be announced

The Cake Series, Book 2
by Lauren Dane
Reader to be announced

• Print run: 150,000

• USA Today bestselling author

• Goodman’s portrayal of Elodie’s travails in various mental institutions is a
tragedy of operatic dimensions, all the more so because it is based on fact

• Lauren Dane has written more than fifty novels and novellas

“Suspenseful…If your guilty-pleasure reads include elite boarding
schools, secret societies, murder, and scandal, this one’s for you.”
—Kirkus Reviews on The Finishing School
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/17/18
FICTION / HISTORICAL • (caad) 12.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$59.99
$39.99
 9781538498682
L 9781538498699

• Will appeal to fans of Jaci Burton, Lexi Blake, and Lorelei James

“Sexy, pulse-pounding adventure with a heart twist of emotion
that’ll leave you weak in the knees. Dane delivers!”
—Jaci Burton, New York Times bestselling author, on Uncovered
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/23/18
FICTION / ROMANCE / EROTICA • (c0mz) 3.25 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
$39.99
 9781504748773
L 9781504748780

The Fox Hunt

Creative Quest

A Refugee’s Memoir of Coming to America
by Mohammed Al Samawi
Reader to be announced

by Questlove
Reader to be announced
Questlove—musician, bandleader, and all-around
cultural omnivore—shares his wisdom on the topics
of inspiration and originality in a one-of-a-kind guide
to living your best creative life.

After joining an interfaith organization, Mohammed
Al Samawi was forced to flee his home, only to find
himself trapped between factions in the Yemeni civil
war. His escape rivals any spy novel.
• Print run: 100,000

• Print run: 150,000

• Mohammed’s story has the hallmarks of the best personal memoirs: audacity
in the face of tremendous obstacles and a genuine will to change the world

• New York Times bestselling and James Beard Award–nominated author

• Will appeal to fans of I Am Malala by Malala Yousafzai

“If we are to build peace in the Middle East, we must listen to
Mohammed’s story.”

• Questlove is the musical director for the Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon,
where the Roots serve as the house band
• Questlove has 3.7 million followers on Twitter and one million followers on
Instagram

—Steven Olikara, Founder and President of Millennial Action Project
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS
(cak7) 11.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538498170
$39.99
L 9781538498187

$59.99

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
PSYCHOLOGY / CREATIVE ABILITY • (ce0s) 11.5 hours • 9 CDs
$86.99
 9780062797957

Over 10,000 titles with more added each day at BlackstoneLibrary.com
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APRIL NEW RELEASES
A Perfect Obsession

The Lambs

Someone is slaying beautiful women in New York
and putting their bodies on display. FBI agent Craig
Fraiser and forensic psychologist Kiernan Finnegan are
desperate to track down the killer.

In this touching audiobook memoir about the
relationship between father, daughter, and animals,
Carole George explores life after adopting thirteen pet
Karakul lambs.

The New York Confidential Series, Book 2
by Heather Graham
Read by Saskia Maarleveld

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
• Graham’s stories are known for their remarkable emphasis on location,
drawing readers into deeply developed settings

• The Lambs has received high praise from inspirational figures such as the Dalai
Lama and Jane Goodall
• Will appeal to fans of H is for Hawk by Helen Macdonald

“Vivid details throughout the story are conveyed with precision and
planning…Graham has an amazing way of bringing her worlds to life.”

“A thoughtful document that dispels any assumptions that sheep are
‘just dumb farm animals’…Please read this book.”

—RT Book Reviews (4 stars)

—Dr. Jane Goodall

AVAILABLE 4/1/18
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (c6wy) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781491505427 $49.99

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS • (c9rk) 6 hours • 5 CDs
 9781427293817 $75.99

Meghan

Dead Girl Running

From the New York Times bestselling author of Diana:
Her True Story, comes a revealing, juicy, and inspiring
biography of Meghan Markle, the American actress
who won Prince Harry’s heart.

Kellen hopes to find sanctuary as an assistant manager
of a resort. But when she discovers a corpse, she tries to
keep her own secrets while investigating one murder
… then another.

A Hollywood Princess
by Andrew Morton
Reader to be announced

The Cape Charade Series, Book 1
by Christina Dodd
Reader to be announced

• Print run: 60,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of The Perfect Girl by Gilly Macmillan and The Obsession by
Nora Roberts

• Royal weddings already generate a massive amount of interest, and Markle’s
story has garnered the same attention
• Andrew Morton is well known for his biographies of British royalty and
nonfiction books about their history
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/17/18
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / ROYALTY • (chi0) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs
 9781549171642 $76.99

Lust for Love

Rekindling Intimacy and Passion in Your Relationship
by Pamela Anderson and Rabbi Shmuley Boteach
Reader to be announced
Lust for Love embraces the idea that what our very
important relationships need most is lust. Listeners will
learn what is sexy again and how to bring back romance.
• Pamela Anderson is a New York Times bestselling author

“Christina Dodd reinvents the romantic thriller. Her signature style—
edgy, intense, twisty, emotional—leaves you breathless.”
—Jayne Ann Krentz, New York Times bestselling author
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
FICTION / THRILLERS • (cdpd) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
 9781538510711 $59.99
L 9781538510735

State Secrets & Tall, Dark …
Westmoreland!
by Linda Lael Miller and Brenda Jackson
Reader to be announced

Undercover Secret Service agent David Goddard can’t
stop himself from loving the woman he’s been sent to
destroy. But first, he’ll have to keep her safe from the
enemy.

• Anderson is a television icon with over two million social media followers, and
Rabbi Boteach has been twice named one of the top fifty rabbis in America

• New York Times bestselling authors

• Anderson and Boteach penned an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal against
pornography and have spoken on the subject at Oxford University

• Jackson is one of the hottest African American romance writers on the market

“[Reveals] an amiable charm.”
—Publishers Weekly on Star
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
HEALTH & FITNESS / SEXUALITY • (bkhn) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 9781478997986 $90.99
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My Father, a Farm, and the Gift of a Flock of Sheep
by Carole George
Reader to be announced

• Miller received the Romance Writers of America’s Lifetime Achievement Award

“Linda Lael Miller creates vibrant characters and stories
I defy you to forget.”
—Debbie Macomber, #1 New York Times bestselling author
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
FICTION / ROMANCE / SUSPENSE • (cek9) 17 hours • 14 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs
$55.99
 9781538515754 $79.99
L 9781538515761

Tel: 1-800-621-0182 • libraryservices@blackstoneaudio.com • www.BlackstoneLibrary.com

APRIL NEW RELEASES
Look Alive Out There

Second Violin

Sloane Crosley returns to the form that made her a
household name: essays! These small doses of wit and
sass make for an exuberant, unforgettable book.

It is 1938 with Europe on the brink of war. In London,
Frederick Troy is put in charge of rounding up enemy
aliens—including Frederick’s brother, Rod, who is
Austrian born.

The Inspector Troy Series, Book 6
by John Lawton
Reader to be announced

Essays
by Sloane Crosley
Reader to be announced

• New York Times bestselling author
• Sloane Crosley is active on Twitter and Facebook, with over 103,000
followers combined

• Lawton has received rave reviews from critics on the Inspector Troy series

• Will appeal to fans of Nora Ephron and David Sedaris

• Will appeal to fans of Alan Furst and Philip Kerr

• Author website: SloaneCrosley.com

• More titles in the series are also available

• Author website: JohnLawtonBooks.com

“Full of sardonic wit and charm.”

“Engrossing.”

—Publishers Weekly on I Was Told There’d Be Cake

—Publishers Weekly

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
LITERARY COLLECTIONS / ESSAYS • (caip) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781427293558 $86.99

AVAILABLE 4/10/18
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / POLICE PROCEDURAL
(ccal) 15 hours • 13 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$29.95
 9781538493656 $118.00
L 9781538493670

Whispers of the Dead

Against Interpretation,
and Other Essays

The Special Tracking Unit Series, Book 2
by Spencer Kope
Reader to be announced

by Susan Sontag
Read by Tavia Gilbert

Steps and his elite three-man Special Tracking Unit find
themselves enmeshed in the most difficult case of their
careers. And the Icebox Killer has only just begun.

First published in 1966, Against Interpretation includes
two of Sontag’s famous essays, her thoughts on Sartre,
Camus, psychoanalysis, contemporary religious thought,
and much more.

• Spencer Kope writes from his personal experience as a crime analyst
• Will appeal to fans of the Harry Bosch series by Michael Conelly
• Also available: Collecting the Dead

“Crammed with…writing that leaves much of the field in the dust, Kope’s
novel features a character who is different, talented, sympathetic, and
gifted with great heart.”

• Susan Sontag won the 2001 Jerusalem Prize, the 2003 Prince of Asturias Prize
for Literature, and the 2003 Peace Prize of the German Book Trade
• Sontag’s stories and essays have been featured in several major publications,
including the New York Times, the New Yorker, and more

“A dazzling intellectual performance.”
—Vogue

—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) on Collecting the Dead
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/17/18
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / POLICE PROCEDURAL • (c7rt) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781427285805 $95.99

AVAILABLE 4/17/18
LITERARY COLLECTIONS / ESSAYS • (cfx6) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$29.95
 9781538537305 $100.00
L 9781538537329

Over 10,000 titles with more added each day at BlackstoneLibrary.com
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APRIL NEW RELEASES
• The first book from a winner of the
National Book Critics Circle’s Nona
Balakian Citation for Excellence in
Reviewing

Sharp
The Women Who Made an Art of Having
an Opinion
by Michelle Dean
Read by Bernadette Dunne
Mixing biography, literary criticism, and cultural
history, Sharp explores how a group of brilliant
women became central figures in the world of
writing, despite the many obstacles facing them.

The True Jesus
Uncovering the Divinity of Christ in
the Gospels
by David Limbaugh
Read by Malcolm Hillgartner

• Will appeal to fans of the women authors
portrayed: Dorothy Parker, Susan Sontag,
Nora Ephron, and more

Examining the New Testament
closely, Limbaugh zeroes in on
esoteric passages and draws forth
startling new evidence that Jesus was
Creator—not created.

• Strong potential academic outreach

“Will inspire you to read and study
the Gospels like never before.”

“An exquisite examination…of what it has meant to be a woman with a public voice
and the power to use it critically. This book is ferociously good.”

—Lee Strobel, New York Times bestselling author

—Rebecca Traister, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18
SOCIAL SCIENCE / WOMEN’S STUDIES • (chbh) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538543085

$90.00

L 9781538543108

$29.95

N 9781538547359

AVAILABLE 4/3/18

RELIGION / CHRISTIANITY / HISTORY

$69.99

(c6wz) 15 hours • 12 CDs

• Print run: 125,000

by Siobhan Vivian
Reader to be announced

• New York Times bestselling author

Two Billionaires, One Company, and
an Epic Wall Street Battle
by Scott Wapner
Reader to be announced

• Author website: SiobhanVivian.com
• Other books by Siobhan Vivian are also
available

With their billions of dollars and their
business savvy, activist investors Carl
Icahn and Bill Ackman have the ability
to move markets with the flick of a wrist.
But what happens when they run into
the one thing in business they can’t control: each other? This fast-paced
book tells the story of the clash of these two titans over Herbalife, a
nutritional supplement company whose business model Ackman
questioned. When the Wolves Bite is both a rollicking business story and a
cautionary tale about the power that lives in the hands of a precious few.

• Pre-publication trade advertising
• National advertising

“Riveting…Vivian refuses to falsify or avoid the uncomfortable realities.”
—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) on The List

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18 • FOR AGES 12–17
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (ck4v) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18

 9781538556306

(cdd6) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs

$105.00

L 9781538556320

BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / CORPORATE FINANCE

$29.95

Hurricane Season

Women in Sunlight

Loving the Person You are Today
by Chrissy Metz
Reader to be announced

A Southern Novel of Two Sisters and
the Storms They Must Weather
by Lauren K. Denton
Reader to be announced

A Novel
by Frances Mayes
Read by Kimberly Farr

—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on The Hideaway

—Library Journal

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18

FICTION / CHRISTIAN / ROMANCE

 9781538518892

$59.99

“Fans will be delighted that Mayes again puts them
under the Tuscan sun, where American writer Kit
Raine is now living.”

“A beautiful, heartbreaking story.”

SELF-HELP / MOTIVATIONAL & INSPIRATIONAL
(cbr0) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs
$39.99
L 9781538518915

(cgcr) 11 hours • 9 CDs

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18

FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN
 9781543676204

$54.99

(cbnz) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs

Between Earth and Sky

The Road Ahead

by Amanda Skenandore
Read by Emily Sutton-Smith

Inspirational Stories of Open Hearts and Minds
by Jane Seymour
Reader to be announced

One morning in 1906, a newspaper
headline catapults Alma Mitchell back
to her past. A federal agent is dead,
and the murder suspect is Alma’s
childhood friend. Harry—or Asku,
as Alma knew him—was the most
promising student at the “savagetaming” boarding school run by her father, but she barely recognizes
the man Asku has become. Now Alma must revisit the painful secrets
she has kept hidden from everyone—especially her lawyer husband,
Stewart.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
(c5m5) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$29.95
L 9781470815844

Jane Seymour learned from her mother that, when
your life is tough, the road becomes easier when
you help others. In The Road Ahead, she shares
inspirational stories from readers around the
world who’ve overcome when the “happily ever
after”—isn’t.

 9781470815820
N 9781538542354

$90.00
$74.99

 9780525526612

$86.99

• Seymour is a popular and respected
actress, painter, and author with a wide
reach
• Tie-in to Open Heart jewelry sold in 3,000
stores with sales of $1 billion
• Seymour recently launched a perfume line
sold on HSN
• Author website: JaneSeymour.com

“Spiritual advice on how to cope with kids, marriage, divorce, and illness…Seymour
also includes vignettes of others who’ve triumphed over loss and adversity.”
—Publishers Weekly on Remarkable Changes

AVAILABLE 4/24/18
SELF-HELP / MOTIVATIONAL & INSPIRATIONAL • (ci75) 7 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD

FICTION / HISTORICAL

$76.99

Three friends launch themselves
into Italian life, pursuing passions
long-forgotten—and with drastic and
unforeseeable results.

Betsy thought she buried her desire for
children in the past. Jenna is struggling
with single motherhood. The sisters
have the power to help each other heal,
but the journey won’t be an easy one.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 3/27/18
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 9781549198106

This Is Me

Infused with the same authenticity
she brings to her starring role on
This Is Us, Chrissy Metz’s This Is Me
is much more than your standard
Hollywood memoir or collection of
personal essays. She embraces the
spirit of Shonda Rhimes’ Year of Yes, and shares how she has applied
the lessons she learned from both setbacks and successes. A born
entertainer, Chrissy finds light in even her darkest moments, and
leaves the listener feeling they are spending time with a friend who
gets it.

$44.99

When the Wolves Bite

Stay Sweet

In this bold, sweet story about first love, feminism,
and ice cream, Amelia and her best friend Cate
have worked every summer at an iconic ice cream
stand. When the owner passes away, it appears all
is over, until Grady Meade arrives to continue the
business—but with some changes in mind..

 9781536614398

 9781538547502

$69.00

L 9781538547526

$29.95

Tel: 1-800-621-0182 • libraryservices@blackstoneaudio.com • www.BlackstoneLibrary.com

APRIL NEW RELEASES
First, We Make the Beast Beautiful
A New Journey through Anxiety
by Sarah Wilson
Reader to be announced

• Print run: 75,000

The Beauty of Dirty Skin
The Surprising Science of Looking and
Feeling Radiant from the Inside Out
by Whitney Bowe
Read by the author and Lauren Ruff

• New York Times bestselling author

To conquer a beast, you must first make it beautiful.
For Sarah Wilson, this Chinese proverb would begin
a journey in understanding her anxiety, one that
would ultimately turn an enemy into a guide.

• A runaway bestseller in Australia that has
sold more than 50,000 copies

With a life-changing twenty-one-day
program, The Beauty of Dirty Skin is
your road map to a healthy, radiant
complexion and overall wellness.

• Discussions of anxiety dominate
the news, as the number of anxiety
diagnoses and pharmaceutical sales grow

“Dr. Bowe takes you past simple nutrients to the
front lines of the battle for your skin health.”

“Sarah’s life mission is to help us all feel less lonely in our pain. These pages are filled
with authenticity and clear direction for how to return to our spiritual truth.”

—Mehmet Oz, MD

—Gabrielle Bernstein, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
PSYCHOLOGY / MENTAL HEALTH • (ce1y) 10.75 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/17/18

 9781538518953

(ccds) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs

$59.99

L 9781538518977

MEDICAL / DERMATOLOGY

$39.99

Kind Is the New Classy

The Power of Living Graciously
by Candace Cameron Bure, with
Ami McConnell
Reader to be announced
In Kind Is the New Classy, Candace
reveals the thought patterns and
practices that have empowered
her to stay centered in who she is
while practicing radical graciousness
toward others.

“Bure’s refreshingly honest voice…make[s] this more
than just another cultural memoir.”
—Publishers Weekly on Dancing through Life

 9781549171727

Because We are Bad

Love Rules

OCD and a Girl Lost in Thought
by Lily Bailey
Reader to be announced

How to Find a Real Relationship
in a Digital World
by Joanna Coles
Reader to be announced

As a child, Lily Bailey knew she was
bad. By the age of thirteen, she had
killed someone with a thought,
spread untold disease, and ogled
the bodies of other children. Only by
performing an exhausting series of
secret routines could she correct her wrongdoing. But it was never
enough. She had a severe case of obsessive compulsive disorder, and
it came with a bizarre twist. Rawly candid, this is a fascinating true
story from a startlingly original voice.

Just as there is junk food, there is
junk love. And like junk food, junk
love requires enormous amounts
of willpower to resist. Joanna Coles
provides a series of simple guidelines
for finding worthwhile love: fifteen rules—love “hacks” informed by
her years working at women’s magazines. With these love hacks at
your disposal, Love Rules will enable you to identify what you want in a
relationship, when you should pursue it, and how to find it.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18

AVAILABLE 4/3/18

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / ENTERTAINMENT &
PERFORMING ARTS • (cge8) 6 hours • 5 CDs

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / LOVE & ROMANCE

(caa5) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
L 9781538497043

(caa8) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
L 9781538499504

 9781543677348

$$54.99

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18
 9781538497036

$59.99

Half-Baked Advice (and Free Lemonade)
by Ali Wentworth
Read by the author

Four Remarkable Sisters, the Crown
of Bohemia, and the Enduring Legacy
of Mary, Queen of Scots
by Nancy Goldstone
Read by Laura Kirman

“Goldstone’s witty comments make this historical
family drama as easy to read as the best fiction, but
it’s all the more tragic for being true.”

• Wentworth stars in the Pop network
series Nightcap
• Wentworth has appeared on Good
Morning America, Morning Joe, The Late
Show with Stephen Colbert, and The Oprah
Winfrey Show, among others

“Wentworth spins hilarious tales of parenting, relationships, and, yes, getting older.”
—People on Happily Ali After

—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on The Rival Queens

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
HUMOR / TOPIC / MARRIAGE & FAMILY • (caab) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / HISTORICAL
 9781549172182

$109.99

 9781538498385

$59.99

L 9781538498392

$39.99

Being Boss

How Women Rise

• Print run: 150,000

Take Control of Your Work and Live
Life on Your Own Terms
by Emily Thompson and Kathleen
Shannon
Read by the authors

Break the 12 Habits Holding You Back from Your
Next Raise, Promotion, or Job
by Marshall Goldsmith and Sally Helgesen
Read by the authors and Suzanne Toren

• Marshall Goldsmith is a New York Times
bestselling author

Like the original What Got You Here, this new book
will help women identify specific behaviors that
keep them from realizing their full potential, no
matter what stage they are in their career.

From the creators of the hit podcast
comes an interactive guide that will
truly help you create a life you love.

• Sally Helgesen is cited as one of the top
thirty-five authorities in the leadership
field by Leadership Excellence magazine
• Goldsmith is active on Twitter and
Facebook, with over 60,000 followers

“Full of real-life insights and bold strategies to help
you define success, take charge of your day, and
create the life you’ve always wanted.”

“A superb book, practical with a rich understanding of human behavior
and how to change.”

—Melissa Hartwig, #1 New York Times bestselling author

—Globe and Mail on What Got You Here Won’t Get You There

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / WOMEN IN BUSINESS • (cdbz) 7 hours • 6 CDs

SELF-HELP / MOTIVATIONAL & INSPIRATIONAL
(ccf4) 5 hours • 4 CDs

$59.99

• New York Times bestselling author

At once endearing and hilarious, thoughtful and
far-fetched, this collection offers Ali at her wisest
and wittiest as she delivers tips, pointers, and quips
on a host of life’s conundrums and sticky situations,
including the funny yet unforgettable situations that
have shaped her inimitable world view.

This is the riveting story of four sisters
and their mother, Elizabeth Stuart.

 9781538499498

• Print run: 100,000

Go Ask Ali

Daughters of the Winter
Queen

(cce3) 12 hours • 10 CDs

$90.99

 9781549198182

$55.99

 9781549171680

$69.99

Over 10,000 titles with more added each day at BlackstoneLibrary.com
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APRIL NEW RELEASES
• Print run: 100,000

The Recovering
Intoxication and Its Aftermath
by Leslie Jamison
Read by the author

The New Right
A Journey to the Fringe of American
Politics
by Michael Malice
Reader to be announced

• New York Times bestselling author
• Leslie Jamison’s work has been published
in the New Yorker, the New York Times
Magazine, and other major publications

The Recovering turns our understanding of the
traditional addiction narrative on its head,
demonstrating that the story of recovery can be
every bit as electrifying as the train wreck itself.

Donald Trump bested fourteen career
politicians in the GOP primaries,
winning the presidency thanks to a
diverse faction of conservatives. Now
millions are asking, Who are these
people, where did they come from, and what do they believe? The
New Right did not emerge overnight; this movement has been quietly
gathering momentum for decades. Michael Malice tells the story of
the New Right, unveiling its prime movers and providing an unbiased
view of its ambitions.

• Jamison has received high praise from
her peers

“An honest and important book…Vivid writing and required reading.”
—Stephen King, #1 New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS • (cce2) 16 hours • 13 CDs

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18

 9781549171987

(casi) 10 hours • 8 CDs

POLITICAL SCIENCE / POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES / NATIONALISM

$123.99

 9781427295811

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

The Designs of Lord
Randolph Cavanaugh

The Family Table
Recipes and Moments from a
Nomadic Life
by Jurnee Smollett-Bell, Jazz SmollettWarwell, Jake Smollett, and Jussie
Smollett
Reader to be announced

• Stephanie Laurens has published over
fifty historical romance novels, twentynine of them New York Times bestsellers

The Cavanaugh Brothers Series, Book 1
by Stephanie Laurens
Reader to be announced
Felicia is desperate to hold together what’s left of her
late father’s estate and must help persuade an investor,
Lord Randolph Cavanaugh, that her father’s inventions
are a risk worth taking.

• Will appeal to fans of Lisa Kleypas,
Johanna Lindsey, and Sabrina Jeffries

Growing up, Hollywood’s Smollett
siblings car-tripped between
America’s coasts thirteen times. With each new home, their mother
would transform a long piece of butcher block into a smooth
varnished table. That table would become the heart of the Smollett
clan, where they gathered each night. Filled with personal stories and
over 125 recipes, The Family Table is a warm-hearted book that will
bring you and your family to the dinner table.

• Author website: StephanieLaurens.com

“Stephanie Laurens never fails to entertain and charm her readers with vibrant plots,
snappy dialogue, and unforgettable characters.”
—Historical Romance Reviews, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
FICTION / ROMANCE / REGENCY • (cdpg) 12.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18

 9781538510803

(cakd) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
L 9781538498064

$59.99

L 9781538510827

COOKING / REGIONAL & ETHNIC / INTERNATIONAL

$39.99

 9781538498057

No Immediate Danger

We Were Witches

The B.A.D. Agency Series, Book 2
by Sherrilyn Kenyon, with Dianna Love
Produced by Buck 50 Productions
Reader to be announced

Volume One of Carbon Ideologies
by William T. Vollmann
Read by Sean Runnette

A Novel
by Ariel Gore
Reader to be announced

Acclaimed author William T. Vollmann
turns to a topic that will define the
generations to come: the factors and
human actions that have led to global
warming.

We Were Witches documents the survival
of a single mother beset by custody
disputes, homophobia, and America’s
obsession with shaming strange
women into passive citizenship.

“Sacrifice and vengeance are key themes
in this frightening, fast-paced thriller.”
—RT Book Reviews (4 stars)

“Impeccably researched…Vollmann apologizes
to the future that we’ve ruined, charting how
our choices of energy sources made the planet
scarcely inhabitable.”

“Gore’s magic-infused narrative…is a moving
account of a young writer and mother striving to
claim her own agency and find her voice.”
—Publishers Weekly

—Kirkus Reviews

AVAILABLE 4/3/18

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18

FICTION / ROMANCE / SUSPENSE

SCIENCE / GLOBAL WARMING & CLIMATE CHANGE

(cfk2) 14 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$29.95
L 9781538526378

 9781538526354

$109.00

(chtb) 24 hours • 20 CDs

AVAILABLE 4/17/18
 9781977303660

FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN
$119.99

(chw6) 5.5 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$29.95
L 9781538546215

Minority Leader

The China Mission

How to Lead from the Outside and
Make Real Change
by Stacey Abrams
Reader to be announced

George C. Marshall’s Unfinished War, 1945–1947
by Daniel Kurtz-Phelan
Read by Malcolm Hillgartner
This fascinating narrative history portrays the
incredible beginnings and ultimate failure of
Marshall’s high-stakes mission, with a remarkable
cast of characters featuring a heroes’ gallery
of American diplomats—Truman, Eisenhower,
MacArthur, and many others.

Abrams combines memoir with realworld advice for women and people
of color, offering hard-won insights for
navigating worlds that, until now, were
largely the territory of white men alone.

“[Abrams] knows firsthand how opportunity is too
often tied to a person’s race, gender, and zip code.”

 9781538546192

• Daniel Kurtz-Phelan’s writing has been
published in the New Yorker, the New York
Times, and more
• Kurtz-Phelan began researching George C.
Marshall when writing a speech for Hillary
Clinton on the subject of leadership
• Newly-translated Chinese materials add a
fresh perspective on the subject

—Fareed Zakaria, CNN host and author of The Post-American World

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18
HISTORY / UNITED STATES / 20TH CENTURY • (ceor) 14 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD

SELF-HELP / MOTIVATIONAL & INSPIRATIONAL
 9781427299772

$70.99

$55.00

“Brilliant…[A] beautifully written portrait of George Marshall, a statesman
of such integrity that he seems as far removed from Washington, DC, today as
would an ancient Roman.”

—Kate Brown, Governor of Oregon, praise for the author
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$59.99

Phantom in the Night

Nathan Drake has spent his life
protecting his family, the only thing
that matters to him … until the most
feared drug lord in the southeast
takes everything Nathan holds dear.

(cent) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs

$95.99

 9781538517635

$109.00

L 9781538517659

$29.95

N 9781538542361

$79.99

Tel: 1-800-621-0182 • libraryservices@blackstoneaudio.com • www.BlackstoneLibrary.com

APRIL NEW RELEASES
The Truth about Animals

The Fairies of Sadieville

Kintsugi Wellness

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/17/18
SCIENCE / LIFE SCIENCES / GENERAL

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18
FICTION / FANTASY / CONTEMPORARY

(ccm5) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 9781549172502 $90.99

(cfyg) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538538074 $105.00
L 9781538538098 $29.95

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/17/18
COOKING / HEALTH & HEALING / WEIGHT
CONTROL

Our 50-State Border Crisis

The Infertility Cure

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
POLITICAL SCIENCE / COMMENTARY & OPINION

AVAILABLE 4/3/18
MEDICAL / ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE

(ccej) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs
 9781549171864 $76.99

(cdmn) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs
 9781549172267 $90.99

Monkey Business

The Power of Mindful Learning

AVAILABLE 4/10/18
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / GENERAL

AVAILABLE 4/10/18
PSYCHOLOGY / COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY

(cdmp) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs
 9781549172304 $76.99

(cgbx) 6 hours • 5 CDs
 9781549198267 $69.99

(cdpb) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538510650 $59.99
L 9781538510674 $39.99

We Own the Sky

Can’t Help Myself

Family and Other Catastrophes

Stoned Sloths, Lovelorn Hippos, and Other
Tales from the Wild Side of Wildlife
by Lucy Cooke
Reader to be announced

How the Mexican Border Fuels the Drug
Epidemic across America
by Howard G. Buffett
Reader to be announced

Swinging through the Wall Street Jungle
by John Rolfe and Peter Troob
Reader to be announced

A Novel
by Luke Allnutt
Reader to be announced
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
FICTION / LITERARY
(cdp7) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538510537 $59.99
L 9781538510551 $39.99

Futureface

A Family Mystery, an Epic Quest, and the
Secret to Belonging
by Alex Wagner
Read by the author
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/17/18
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL
MEMOIRS

The Tufa Novels, Book 6
by Alex Bledsoe
Directed by Claire Bloom
Read by Stefan Rudnicki

The Ancient Chinese Wellness Program for
Getting Pregnant and Having Healthy Babies
by Randine Lewis
Reader to be announced

The Merloyd Lawrence Series
by Ellen J. Langer
Reader to be announced

Lessons & Confessions from a Modern Advice
Columnist
by Meredith Goldstein
Reader to be announced
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL
MEMOIRS

The Japanese Art of Nourishing Mind,
Body, and Spirit
by Candice Kumai
Reader to be announced

(caar) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538499191 $59.99
L 9781538499207 $39.99

1983

Reagan, Andropov, and a World on the Brink
by Taylor Downing
Reader to be announced
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
HISTORY / UNITED STATES / 20TH CENTURY
(ccep) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 9781549197987 $90.99

The Soul of a Thief
by Steven Hartov
Reader to be announced

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/17/18
FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE

by Alexandra Borowitz
Reader to be announced

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18
FICTION / HUMOROUS
(cdp8) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538510568 $59.99
L 9781538510582 $39.99

(ccea) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs
 9781549172021 $76.99

A Blueprint for War

FDR and the Hundred Days That Mobilized
America
by Susan Dunn
Read by Suzanne Toren
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/17/18
HISTORY / MILITARY / WORLD WAR II

We Were Soldiers Once …
and Young

la Drang—The Battle That Changed the
War in Vietnam
by Harold G. Moore and Joseph L. Galloway
Read by Jonathan Davis
AVAILABLE 4/10/18
HISTORY / MILITARY / VIETNAM WAR

(c8e2) 7 hours • 6 CDs
 9780525494522 $78.99

(cgu8) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538542132 $76.00
L 9781538542156 $29.95
N 9781538547366 $69.99

(chtf) 16 hours • 14 CDs
 9781977305039 $103.99

The Little Clan

Property

Edge of Chaos

by Iris Martin Cohen
Reader to be announced
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/17/18
FICTION / LITERARY
(cdpa) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538510629 $59.99
L 9781538510643 $39.99

Nimitz

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
FICTION / LITERARY
(caa9) 11.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538502280 $59.99
L 9781538502297 $39.99

The No-Cry Sleep Solution for
Newborns

by E.B. Potter
Read by Mike Chamberlain
AVAILABLE 4/10/18
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / MILITARY
(cht9) 17 hours • 14 CDs
 9781977301710 $103.99

Stories between Two Novellas
by Lionel Shriver
Read by the author

Amazing Sleep from Day One—for Baby
and You
by Elizabeth Pantley
Read by Susan Ericksen

AVAILABLE 4/10/18
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / LIFE STAGES /
INFANTS & TODDLERS

Why Democracy Is Failing to Deliver
Economic Growth—and How to Fix It
by Dambisa Moyo
Reader to be announced
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / ECONOMICS /
GENERAL
(cdco) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs
 9781549197949 $76.99

The Return of Martin Guerre
by Natalie Zemon Davis
Read by Sarah Mollo-Christensen
AVAILABLE 4/10/18
HISTORY / MEDIEVAL
(ci4b) 5 hours • 5 CDs
 9781541411869 $75.99

(ci4p) 9 hours • 8 CDs
 9781977304506 $86.99

Over 10,000 titles with more added each day at BlackstoneLibrary.com
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APRIL NEW RELEASES
Above and Beyond

John F. Kennedy and America’s Most
Dangerous Cold War Spy Mission
by Casey Sherman and Michael J. Tougias
Reader to be announced
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/17/18
HISTORY / MILITARY / UNITED STATES
(cdd4) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781549198069 $100.99

Tucker Peak

The Joe Gunther Mysteries, Book 12
by Archer Mayor
Read by Tom Taylorson
AVAILABLE 4/17/18
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / POLICE
PROCEDURAL

How New Discoveries about Mind, Body, and
Energy Can Help Increase Your Longevity
by Guy Joseph Ale
Reader to be announced
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/16/18
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / NEW THOUGHT

The Space Barons

Elon Musk, Jeff Bezos, and the Quest to
Colonize the Cosmos
by Christian Davenport
Reader to be announced
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 3/20/18
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / NEW BUSINESS
ENTERPRISES

(cf5a) 6 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538521014 $55.00
L 9781538521038 $29.95

(cdcn) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 9781549198021 $90.99

The Rise and Fall of the
Dinosaurs

True Stories from an Unreliable
Eyewitness

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
SCIENCE / LIFE SCIENCES / EVOLUTION

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL
MEMOIRS

A New History of a Lost World
by Stephen Brusatte
Reader to be announced

A Feminist Coming of Age
by Christine Lahti
Reader to be announced

(brag) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781504767750 $76.00
L 9781504767774 $29.95

(cakb) 13.25 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538500514 $59.99
L 9781538500521 $39.99

Sophia of Silicon Valley

The Bride Takes a Groom

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18
FICTION / ASIAN AMERICAN

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
FICTION / ROMANCE / REGENCY

(cak8) 12.25 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538500750 $59.99
L 9781538500767 $39.99

(chb2) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538544440 $59.99
L 9781538544464 $39.99

Powers of Darkness

The Purple Don

The Infamous

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
FICTION / AFRICAN AMERICAN / URBAN LIFE

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
FICTION / AFRICAN AMERICAN / URBAN LIFE

(cfk0) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538526217 $76.00
L 9781538526231 $29.95

(cfk1) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538526286 $76.00
L 9781538526309 $29.95

The Spirit Photographer

The Good Liar

The Husband Hour

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/17/18
FICTION / HISTORICAL

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
FICTION / LITERARY

(cdvk) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538511862 $100.00
L 9781538511886 $29.95
N 9781538542385 $69.99

(cbqp) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781543643008 $75.99

The Hope Circuit

Pocketful of Miracles

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / MEDICAL

AVAILABLE 4/3/18
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / INSPIRATION & PERSONAL GROWTH

A Novel
by Anna Yen
Reader to be announced

The Lost Version of Dracula
by Bram Stoker and Valdimar Ásmundsson
Translated by Hans Corneel de Roos
Foreword by Dacre Stoker | Afterword by
John Edgar Browning | Read by a full cast
AVAILABLE 4/24/18
FICTION / CLASSICS
(bkc0) 7 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538433089 $55.00
L 9781538433102 $29.95

A Novel
by Jon Michael Varese
Reader to be announced

A Psychologist’s Journey from Helplessness
to Optimism
by Martin E. P. Seligman, PhD
Reader to be announced

(cc2n) 11.5 hours • 9 CDs
 9781549198199 $109.99

The Penhallow Dynasty Series, Book 3
by Lisa Berne
Reader to be announced

by Solomon
Produced by Buck 50 Productions
Reader to be announced

by Catherine McKenzie
Read by Kate Rudd, Teri Clark Linden, J. D.
Jackson, and Whitney Dykhouse

Prayer, Meditations, and Affirmations to
Nurture Your Spirit Every Day of the Year
by Joan Borysenko
Read by the author

Treated like Family

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
POLITICAL SCIENCE / PUBLIC POLICY /
ECONOMIC POLICY

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / ENTREPRENEURSHIP

(cdcd) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 9781549172106 $90.99

(cby5) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538501207 $49.99
L 9781538501214 $39.99

The Official Guide to Success
by Tom Hopkins
Reader to be announced

AVAILABLE 4/3/18
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / MOTIVATIONAL
(chvr) 7 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538545874 $80.00
L 9781538545898 $25.00

by Solomon
Produced by Buck 50 Productions
Reader to be announced

by Jamie Brenner
Reader to be announced

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN
(cce6) 11 hours • 9 CDs
 9781549171789 $100.99

The Gutsy Girl Handbook
Your Manifesto for Success
by Kate White
Reader to be announced

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH / SUCCESS
(ccei) 5.5 hours • 5 CDs
 9781549172144 $55.99

(cgbw) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 9781549172342 $90.99

The War on Normal People

The Truth about America’s Disappearing Jobs
and Why Universal Basic Income Is Our Future
by Andrew Yang
Reader to be announced
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Buddha and Einstein Walk
into a Bar

How an Entrepreneur and His “Employee
Family” Built Sargento, a Billion-Dollar Cheese
Company
by Tom Faley
Read by Chris Ciulla

(ccew) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781549171703 $90.99

The Capitalist Comeback

The Trump Boom and the Left’s Plot to Stop It
by Andy Puzder
Reader to be announced
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
POLITICAL SCIENCE / PUBLIC POLICY /
ECONOMIC POLICY
(agl0) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs
 9781478991472 $76.99

Tel: 1-800-621-0182 • libraryservices@blackstoneaudio.com • www.BlackstoneLibrary.com

APRIL DROP-INS
The Fates Divide
The Carve the Mark Series, Book 2
by Veronica Roth
Read by Austin Butler, Emily Rankin, Erin Spencer,
and MacLeod Andrews
As Lazmet ignites a barbaric war, Cyra and Akos are
desperate to stop him at any cost. For Cyra, that
could mean taking the life of the man who may—or
may not—be her father. For Akos, it could mean
giving his own.

• New York Times bestselling author

Natural Causes

• The first book in this series was a Wall
Street Journal bestseller, a #1 Indiebound
YA bestseller, and an Amazon.com Pick of
the Month

An Epidemic of Wellness, the
Certainty of Dying, and Killing
Ourselves to Live Longer
By Barbara Ehrenreich
Reader to be announced

• Will appeal to fans of Rachel Carter’s
Black Mage series and Katherine Bogle’s
Chronicles of Warshard series

Natural Causes describes how we
over-prepare and worry way too
much about what is inevitable.

“[A] provocative, informative, hilarious, and deeply
moving book. A must-read.”

“Roth skillfully weaves the careful world-building and intricate web of
characters that distinguished Divergent.”

—Arlie Hochschild, New York Times bestselling author

—VOYA (starred review) on Carve the Mark

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18 • FOR AGES 12–17
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / GENERAL • (ca16) 15.5 hours • 12 CDs

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18

 9780062642271

(cce9) 9 hours • 7 CDs

SOCIAL SCIENCE / DEATH & DYING

$70.99

 9781549171901

Cryptoassets

Rise

What Would Dolly Do?

The Innovative Investor’s Guide to
Bitcoin and Beyond
by Chris Burniske and Jack Tatar
Read by Dave Clark

Surviving the Fight of My Life
by Paige VanZant
Reader to be announced

How to Be a Diamond in a
Rhinestone World
by Lauren Marino
Reader to be announced

With the rise of bitcoin and
blockchain technology, investors can
capitalize on the greatest investment
opportunity since the Internet.
Bitcoin was the first cryptoasset,
but today there are over 800 and counting, including ether, ripple,
litecoin, monero, and more. This clear, concise, and accessible guide
from two industry insiders shows you how to navigate this brave new
blockchain world—and how to invest in these emerging assets to
secure your financial future.

The journey that brought Paige
VanZant to the UFC is a stunning story
of overcoming tragedy and finding
the strength and skills to defend
oneself in the face of evil. Within
the pages of Rise is a girl who was so
severely bullied in high school she had garbage thrown on her, so
tortured she had to move hometowns. She sought refuge but nothing
worked, until one day, feeling spiritually broken and emotionally
shattered, she visited her dad at his gym, and everything changed: she
decided to fight back.

One of twelve children raised
in a shack in the foothills of the
Appalachian Mountains, Dolly Parton
grew to become an international
superstar famous for classic songs
such as “Jolene,” “9 to 5,” and “I Will Always Love You.” This lively
book—part biography, part inspiration, part words of wisdom and
life lessons—highlights the very best of the “Dolly Mama,” from her
quotable Dollyisms, unrelenting positivity, and powerful spirituality, to
her belief in the human ability to overcome adversity.

AVAILABLE 4/10/18

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/1

BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / FINANCE

SPORTS & RECREATION / MARTIAL ARTS & SELF-DEFENSE

SELF-HELP / MOTIVATIONAL & INSPIRATIONAL

(cceu) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs

(cceo) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs

(ckyx) 11 hours • 9 CDs

 9781978605367

$75.99

$90.99

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18
 9781549171826

$76.99

 9781549172069

$76.99

Orbs

Orbs II: Stranded

Orbs III: Redemption

The Orbs Series, Book 1
by Nicholas Sansbury Smith
Read by Bronson Pinchot

The Orbs Series, Book 2
by Nicholas Sansbury Smith
Read by Bronson Pinchot

The Orbs Series, Book 3
by Nicholas Sansbury Smith
Read by Bronson Pinchot

The year is 2061, and the planet is
dying. Thousands of luminous blue
orbs line the streets. When Dr. Sophie
Winston and her team uncover what’s
inside, they realize the true nightmare
lies ahead.

When one of their own is captured,
Dr. Sophie Winston and her team of
survivors must exit the safety of their
biosphere and fight off the growing
horde of aliens.

With the alien armies growing
stronger, Sophie’s biosphere joins
forces with the team from NTC’s
submarine.But before they can
launch an offensive, the biosphere
must deal with sabotage from within.

“A page-turner from beginning to end, a beach
read with a brain.”

“You won’t be able to put this book down until the
last searing page.”

“A rare combination of a high premise, solid
storytelling, and heart..”

—William Massa, author of Silicon Man

—Mike Shepherd, New York Times bestselling author, on Helldivers

—Daniel Arenson, USA Today bestselling author, on Helldivers

AVAILABLE 4/3/18

AVAILABLE 4/3/18

FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / ALIEN CONTACT

FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / ALIEN CONTACT

(cjsa) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$29.95
L 9781538553169

 9781538553145

$90.00

AVAILABLE 4/3/18

(cjsc) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$29.95
L 9781538553305

FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / ALIEN CONTACT

 9781538553282

$76.00

(cjsb) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$29.95
L 9781538553237

 9781538553213

$76.00

Orbs IV: Exodus

Chappaquiddick

• New York Times bestselling author and title

The Orbs Series, Book 4
by Nicholas Sansbury Smith and
Anthony Melchiorri
Read by Bronson Pinchot

Power, Privilege, and the Ted Kennedy Cover-Up
by Leo Damore
Read by Joe Vincent

• Damore was the first writer to gain access
to the state police investigation reports

Leo Damore’s 1988 national bestseller, originally
entitled Senatorial Privilege, is the damning true
story of the death of campaign strategist Mary Jo
Kopechne at Chappaquiddick and of the senator—
thirty-seven-year-old Senator Ted Kennedy—who
left her trapped underwater.

Sophie Winston and a small group
of survivors escaped Earth and are
headed to Mars to search for the
human colony. But if it even exists, will
it be enough to save humanity?

“Relentless action and danger…
One hell of a page-turner!”

 9781538436202

—People

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18
TRUE CRIME / GENERAL • (ckam) 13.5 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD

FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / ALIEN CONTACT
(bktw) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$29.95
L 9781538436226

• Damore knew many of the local law
enforcement officials, managed to persuade
several to give extensive interviews

“An achievement of reportorial diligence, this book tells a story that the most
imaginative crime novelist would have been hard put to invent.”

—Bob Mayer, New York Times bestselling author, on Hell Divers

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18

• Damore covered the Chappaquiddick
incident as a reporter for the Cape Cod News

$90.00

 9781538557877

$109.00

L 9781538557891

$29.95

Over 10,000 titles with more added each day at BlackstoneLibrary.com
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NEW! EXCLUSIVE CONTENT FROM
Sole Source
Sole Source
to libraries
to libraries
only from
only from
Blackstone!
Blackstone!
Agatha Raisin and the
Curious Curate

Agatha Raisin and the
Murderous Marriage

Alias Grace

The Agatha Raisin Mysteries, Book 13
by M. C. Beaton
Read by Penelope Keith

The Agatha Raisin Mysteries, Book 5
by M. C. Beaton
Read by Penelope Keith

When the village curate is found
murdered, Agatha Raisin vows to
bring his killer to justice, particularly
if the case brings her closer to her
handsome neighbor.

After Agatha Raisin’s first husband,
Jimmy Raisin, stops her wedding, he is
found strangled to death, and Agatha
must prove her own innocence.

“Few things in life are more satisfying than to discover
a brand-new Agatha Raisin mystery.”

“Beaton…gleefully creates one excruciating situation
after another for her indomitable heroine to endure.”

—Tampa Tribune-Times, praise for the series

—Publishers Weekly

AVAILABLE 3/5/18

AVAILABLE 3/5/18

FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / GENERAL

FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / GENERAL

(ckmb) 6.5 hours • 6 CDs

 9781978603967

$49.99

by Margaret Atwood
Read by Sarah Gadon
It’s 1843, and Grace Marks is serving a
life sentence for two vicious murders.
She claims to have no memory of the
crimes, and her only hope is an upand-coming expert in the burgeoning
field of mental illness. But what will he
find in attempting to unlock Grace’s
memories?

“Alias Grace has all the pacing of a commercial novel
and all the resonance of a classic.”
—Washington Post Book World

AVAILABLE 3/5/18

(cknq) 6 hours • 5 CDs

 9781978604483

FICTION / HISTORICAL
$49.99

(ckld) 16 hours • 13 CDs

 9781978603660

Crimson Twilight

Difficult Women

Wideacre

The 1001 Dark Nights Series, Book 2
by Heather Graham
Read by Paul Boehmer

by Roxane Gay
Read by Robin Miles

The Wideacre Trilogy, Book 1
by Philippa Gregory
Read by Emma Powell

It’s a happy time for Sloan Trent and
Jane Everett. What could be happier
than the event of their wedding?
Everyone is festive … until the priest
turns up dead just hours before the
nuptials.

Difficult Women is a collection of
stories of rare force and beauty,
of hardscrabble lives, passionate
loves, and quirky and vexed human
connection.

$49.99

Wideacre Hall is the ancestral home
that Beatrice Lacey loves, but she has
no right of inheritance. Corrupted by a
world that mistreats women, she sets
out to corrupt others.

“Gruesome and suspenseful, with a mercurial killer
who will keep everyone guessing until the very end!”

“The characters who inhabit Difficult Women…aren’t
just characters. They are our mothers, sisters, and
partners. They are human. They are us.”

“A tale of obsession built around a ruthless,
fascinating woman.”

—RT Book Reviews (4½ stars, Top Pick!) on The Silenced

—USA Today

—Publishers Weekly

AVAILBLE 4/2/18

AVAILABLE 3/5/18

FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY

FICTION / SHORT STORIES

(ckm7) 3 hours • 3 CDs

 9781978603929

$49.99

AVAILABLE 3/5/18

(ckme) 9 hours • 7 CDs

James Moriarty, Consulting
Criminal
by Andy Weir
Read by Graeme Malcolm
Meet Professor James Moriarty—
consulting criminal. In these three
original tales—collected for the
first time—Andy Weir brings to
life a Moriarty worthy of the Great
Detective himself.

“Terrific stuff, a crackling good read.”

FICTION / HISTORICAL
 9781978603998

$49.99

 9781978605107

The Egg and Other Stories

Leviathan

by Andy Weir
Read by Jonathan Davis, R. C. Bray,
and Christy Romano

A Novel
by Paul Auster
Read by Peter Ganim

Collected for the first time anywhere,
the nine tales in The Egg and
Other Stories highlight Andy Weir’s
trademark wit and unexpected
twists. For the few who have yet to
experience The Martian, it’s a perfect
appetizer. For passionate Weir fans, it’s a delicious dessert.

“Smart and sharp…Weir has done it again.”

—USA Today on The Martian

(ck3a) 26.5 hours • 21 CDs

—Salon.com on Artemis

$54.99

When his closest friend, Benjamin
Sachs, accidentally blows himself
up, Peter Aaron attempts to piece
together the life that led to Sach’s
tragic demise and determine the
reason for his death.

“Rich and complex…with fully fleshed
characters, a fast-paced plot, thematic
sophistication, and narrative cunning.”
—Boston Globe

AVAILABLE 3/5/18

AVAILABLE 3/5/18

FICTION / THRILLERS / HISTORICAL

FICTION / SHORT STORIES

(ckn7) 1 hour • 1 CD

 9781978604292

$49.99

(ckmk) 1.5 hours • 1 CD

AVAILABLE 4/2/18

FICTION / LITERARY
 9781978604056

$49.99

(ckna) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs

 9781978604322

$49.99

Lovecraft’s Monsters

Mitosis

Sinbad

by Neil Gaiman and various authors
Edited by Ellen Datlow
Read by Bernard Setaro Clark

The Reckoners Series
by Brandon Sanderson
Read by MacLeod Andrews

by Kurt Vonnegut
Read by Jonathan Davis

In Lovecraft’s Monsters, H. P. Lovecraft’s
most famous creations—Cthulhu,
Shoggoths, Deep Ones, Elder Things,
Yog-Sothoth, and more—appear in all
their terrifying glory.

In this short story set in the actionpacked world of the Reckoners series,
Epics still plague Newcago, but David
and the Reckoners have vowed to
fight back.

“Some of the best Lovecraftian short fiction of the
past thirty years.”
—Washington Post

“The suspense is relentless and the climax explosive.”
—James Dashner, #1 New York Times bestselling author,
on The Reckoners

Previously unpublished, brilliant
and deeply personal, Sinbad is Kurt
Vonnegut’s story of a young man
who decides, against the wishes of his
family, to leave home to pursue life
as a painter.

“Poignant and hilarious,
threaded with compassion.”
—Boston Globe on Slaughterhouse-Five

AVAILABLE 3/5/18

AVAILABLE 4/2/18

FICTION / HORROR

FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE

FICTION / HUMOROUS

(cknf) 2 hours • 1 CD

(ck39) 1 hour • 1 CD

(cknb) 15 hours • 12 CDs

 9781978604339

$54.99

AVAILABLE 3/5/18
 9781978604377

$49.99

The Sacrilege

The Temple of the Muses

by William R. Forstchen
Read by Patrick Lawlor

The SPQR Series, Book 3
by John Maddox Roberts
Read by John Lee

The SPQR Series, Book 4
by John Maddox Roberts
Read by John Lee

When a secret women’s rite in the
ancient city of Rome is infiltrated by
a patrician dressed in female garb,
it falls to Senator Decuis Caecilius
Metellus the Younger to unmask the
perpetrators.

Decius Caecilius Metellus the Younger
is given permission by the Egyptian
Pharaoh to investigate the heinous
murder of a philosopher, and he soon
finds himself entangled in a web of
conspiracy.

“One of the most intriguing writers today in the field
of historical and military science fiction.”
—Harry Turtledove, author of The Guns of the South

“A justly acclaimed detective series.”

—Marion Zimmer Bradley, author of The Mists of Avalon

AVAILABLE 4/2/18

FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE

FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / HISTORICAL

(ckns) 11 hours • 9 CDs

(ckok) 8 hours • 6 CDs

 9781978604506

“Wonderful…All the wild imaginative stimulation of
the best detective fiction.”

—Publishers Weekly, praise for the series

AVAILABLE 4/2/18
$49.99

AVAILABLE 4/2/18
 9781978604803

FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / HISTORICAL
$49.99

(ckol) 7 hours • 6 CDs

 9781978604810

$49.99

The Talented Mr. Ripley

The Sympathizer

Eternally Yours

The Ripley Series, Book 1
by Patricia Highsmith
Read by Kevin Kenerly

A Novel
by Viet Thanh Nguyen
Read by Francois Chau

The Madaris Family Novels, Book 4
by Brenda Jackson
Read Pete Ohms

Tom Ripley becomes enamored of
the moneyed world of his new friend,
Dickie Greenleaf. But this fondness
turns obsessive when Ripley is sent to
Italy to bring back his libertine pal.

“The most sinister and strangely alluring quintet the
crime-fiction genre has ever produced.”
—Entertainment Weekly, praise for the series

A profound, startling, and beautifully
crafted debut novel, The Sympathizer
is the story of a man brought up by
an absent French father and a poor
Vietnamese mother, a man who went
to university in America, but returned
to Vietnam to fight for the Communist cause.

“Extraordinary…Surely a new classic of war fiction.
—Washington Post

AVAILABLE 3/5/18

AVAILABLE 3/5/18

FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / GENERAL

FICTION / LITERARY

 9781978604902

$49.99

 9781978604896

$49.99

Then We Take Berlin
The Joe Wilderness Series, Book 1
by John Lawton
Read by Lewis Hancock

AVAILABLE 3/5/18

Joe Wilderness finds himself in the
Royal Air Force, facing a stretch in
military prison … when along comes
Lt. Colonel Burne-Jones to tell him MI6
has better use for his talents.

“A superbly well-built Cold War cocktail—bracing,
deliriously delicious.”
—Booklist (starred review)

AVAILABLE 3/5/18

SCIENCE / PHYSICS / ASTROPHYSICS
 9781978605053

FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE
$49.99

(ckox) 15 hours • 12 CDs

“Ms. Jackson has done it again…On a scale of literary
gems, Eternally Yours is a forty-two-carat diamond!”
—RT Book Reviews (4½ stars, Top Pick!)

FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY

(ckot) 14 hours • 11 CDs

An Astrophysical Tour
by Neil deGrasse Tyson, Michael A.
Strauss, and J. Richard Gott
Read by Michael Butler Murray

“An accessible and comprehensive overview of
our universe…An entertaining introduction to
astronomy.”—Kirkus Reviews

Syneda Walters and Clayton Madaris
are the last two people likely to
end up as lovers. But things heat
up between them when Syneda
impulsively joins Clayton on a Florida
vacation.

AVAILABLE 4/2/18

Welcome to the Universe

Inspired by the enormously popular
astronomy course that Neil deGrasse
Tyson, Michael A. Strauss, and J. Richard
Gott taught together at Princeton, this
book covers it all—from planets, stars,
and galaxies to black holes, wormholes, and time travel.

(ckp9) 18 hours • 14 CDs

 9781978604742

Never Sound Retreat

Torn from the Civil War and marooned
on a hostile planet, Andrew Keane’s
Union regiment faces its ultimate
contest, risking slavery by taking on
both sides of the Bantag army.

(ckou) 10 hours • 8 CDs

$49.99

 9781978604933

$49.99

(ckmo) 11 hours • 9 CDs

 9781978604100

$49.99

EVEN MORE TITLES AND
FULL LISTINGS AVAILABLE ON
BLACKSTONELIBRARY.COM

YOUNG ADULT & CHILDREN’S April
Inferno

• Print run: 75,000

The Talon Saga, Book 5
by Julie Kagawa
Read by Caitlin Davies, Tristan Morris, MacLeod
Andrews, and Chris Patton

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author

What if dragons walked among us in human
form? Enter a modern fantasy of heroes, sacrifice,
forbidden love, and enemies turned allies who have
no choice but to fight side by side.

Mars One

• Kagawa’s Iron Fey series has sold more than
one million books in North America alone

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18 • FOR AGES 12–17
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / FANTASY / GENERAL • (9853) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
L 9781504712637

$29.95

N 9781538542279

AVAILABLE 4/4/18 • FOR AGES 12–17
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / GENERAL
(ccoy) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538503157
$29.95
L 9781538503171
N 9781538542309

$79.99

$76.00
$84.99

Chasing Helicity

Leah on the Offbeat

Marc’s Mission

The Chasing Helicity Series, Book 1
by Ginger Zee
Reader to be announced

by Becky Albertalli
Reader to be announced

The Way of the Warrior Kid Series,
Book 2
by Jocko Willink
Reader to be announced

Leah’s drumming may be rhythmic,
but her life is a little more offbeat.
She’s got a lot on her plate—a
fracturing friend group, coming out
as bisexual, art anxiety, prom, and
applying to colleges.

One fateful day, Helicity and her
horse head out on a long ride to
take a break from the stress of life at
home. But, even with her vast weather
experience, Helicity is unprepared for
the elements she faces.

New York Times bestselling author Jocko
Willink delivers a second powerful and
empowering novel about finding your
inner strength and being the best you
can be, even in the face of adversity.

“Rife with realistic high school relationships and drama,
with a laugh or two at every turn, this is a coming-ofage, coming-out, and defying-the-odds story.”

“Approachable and reader-focused.”
—Booklist on Natural Disaster

“This motivational book is filled with practical
self-discipline concepts such as work hard,
be humble, and face your fears.”

—School Library Journal

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE / SURVIVAL STORIES
(cgbq) 4 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$30.00
 9781538539941
$19.95
$49.99
L 9781538539965
N 9781538547342

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18 • FOR AGES 12–17
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / ROMANCE / LGBT
(cc5u) 11.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538499283
$39.99
L 9781538499290

—School Library Journal on The Way of the Warrior Kid

$59.99

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL ISSUES / ADOLESCENCE
(cauf) 3 hours • 3 CDs
 9781427295446

$54.99

The Fandom

Stormcaster

Ace of Shades

by Anna Day
Reader to be announced

The Shattered Realms Series, Book 3
by Cinda Williams Chima
Reader to be announced

The Shadow Game Series, Book 1
by Amanda Foody
Read by Saskia Maarleveld

Vagabond seafarer Evan Strangward
can make weather, but his magic can’t
protect him forever from the brutal
Empress Celestine. If he can’t convince
the Gray Wolf queen to stand against
her, the Seven Realms will fall.

No proper lady would willingly visit
New Reynes, the so-called City of Sin.
But when her mother goes missing,
Enne must leave her finishing school
behind to follow her mother’s trail.

Violet’s in her element. Cosplay at the
ready, she can’t wait to feel part of her
favorite fandom. But at Comic-Con, a
freak accident transports Violet and
her friends into the story for real.

“An absolute thrill to read…Day gives us a story
that can make you rethink the world, make you laugh,
and make you bite your fingernails off.”
—James Dashner, New York Times bestselling author
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/24/18 • FOR AGES 12–17
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / FANTASY / GENERAL
(cd47) 14 hours • 11 CDs
 9781338268737

“Wow! A dark and dangerous tale, a world like no
other, and heroism of the weirdest kind!”

“Those expecting immersive worldbuilding,
twisty plotting, and complex characterization
will be hooked.”

—Tamora Pierce, #1 New York Times bestselling author,
on Daughter of the Burning City

—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) on Flamecaster

$91.99

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18 • FOR AGES 12–17
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / FANTASY / GENERAL
(cbjt) 18.25 hours • 15 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs
 9781538500781
$55.99
L 9781538500798

$79.99

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18 • FOR AGES 12–17
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / FANTASY / DARK FANTASY
(cfp6) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538535868
$29.95
L 9781538535882

$90.00

• Print run: 50,000

Infamous

Defy the Worlds

The Beautiful Idols Series, Book 3
by Alyson Noël
Reader to be announced

The Constellation Series, Book 2
by Claudia Gray
Read by Nate Begle and Kasey Lee Huizinga

Club promoters Layla, Aster, and
Tommy never imagined that entering
the Unrivaled competition would
land them in the middle of a celebrity
murder investigation—have they
been set up?

Abel, now fully aware of his soul and captaining
his own ship, never thought he’d get to see Noemi
again, not when the entire universe stands between
them. But when his creator, Burton Mansfield,
delivers news of Noemi’s capture, Abel must go to
her, no matter the cost.

• New York Times bestselling author
• Perfect for fans of Illuminae, The Lunar
Chronicles, and recent YA Star Wars
novels
• Can be used in conjunction with
discussions of environmentalism, ethics,
religion, space exploration, and more

“Noël aims for the celebrity-hungry chick-lit crowd
and scores…Chick-lit gold.”

“Poignant and profound…Gray’s characters are nuanced, her worldbuilding is
intelligent, and the book’s conclusion thrills and satisfies while defying expectations.”

—Kirkus Reviews on Unrivaled

—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Defy the Stars

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18 • FOR AGES 12–17
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / MYSTERIES & DETECTIVE STORIES
(cbjv) 14.5 hours • 12 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$59.99
 9781538498958
$39.99
L 9781538498965
24

“Every so often you discover an author whose writing
is so lyrical that it transcends mere storytelling.
Jonathan Maberry is just such an author.”
—Tess Gerritsen, New York Times bestselling author, praise for the author

—RT Book Reviews (4 stars) on Talon

$105.00

Teenager Tristan is ready to leave for
Mars. News hits that another ship is
already headed to colonize Mars and a
terrorist group has begun threatening
the Mars One project. Is it all worth it?

• Will appeal to fans of An Ember in the Ashes
by Sabaa Tahir and The Rose Society by
Marie Lu

“Kagawa creates a believable, exciting world that makes the possibility
of dragons walking among us feel real.”

 9781504712620

by Jonathan Maberry
Read by MacLeod Andrews

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18 • FOR AGES 12–17
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / SPACE OPERA • (ccey) 11.5 hours • 9 CDs
 9781549172380

$109.99

Tel: 1-800-621-0182 • libraryservices@blackstoneaudio.com • www.BlackstoneLibrary.com

YOUNG ADULT & CHILDREN’S April
• Print run: 35,000

The Disappearing Spoon
(Young Readers Edition)
And Other True Tales of Rivalry, Adventure, and
the History of the World from the Periodic Table
of the Elements
by Sam Kean
Read by Robert Petkoff
Adapted for a middle grade audience, the young
readers edition of The Disappearing Spoon offers the
material in a simple, easy-to-follow format.

Flygirl
by Sherri L. Smith
Read by Bahni Turpin

• The original edition of The Disappearing
Spoon was a New York Times bestseller

All Ida wants to do is fly, but as a
young black woman in the 1940s,
the sky is off limits to her unless she’s
willing to use her light skin to pass
as white and to suffer the burden of
denial this would entail.

• Kean is the perfect author to introduce
middle grade readers to the stories
behind the periodic table
• Kean’s articles have appeared in the New
York Times and Mental Floss

“With a constant flow of fun facts bubbling to the surface,
Kean writes with wit, flair, and authority.”

“A dynamic, heartfelt novel.”
—Washington Post

—Publishers Weekly

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE NONFICTION / BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY • (cbgu) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781549171949

AVAILABLE 4/24/18 • FOR AGES 12–17
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / HISTORICAL / UNITED STATES
(ci74) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538547434
$29.95
L 9781538547458
N 9781538584408

$100.99

Crash

The Confidence Code for Girls

The Great Depression and the Fall
and Rise of America
by Marc Favreau
Reader to be announced

Taking Risks, Messing Up, and
Becoming Your Amazingly Imperfect,
Totally Powerful Self
by Katty Kay and Claire Shipman
Reader to be announced

Crash tells the incredible true story of
how Americans from all walks of life
weathered one of the most turbulent
periods in our nation’s history—the Great
Depression—and emerged triumphant.

“The lucid text offers a good perspective on
significant events…An enlightening and very
readable book on a complex historical period.”
—Booklist (starred review)
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE NONFICTION / HISTORY / UNITED STATES /
20TH CENTURY • (c8cx) 10 hours • 8 CDs
$100.99
 9781549172465
N 9781538584439

$69.99

Thisby Thestoop and the
Black Mountain
The Thisby Series, Book 1
by Zac Gorman
Reader to be announced
Thisby is the the most unlikely
of heroines, but her life takes an
unexpected turn when the Prince and
Princess of the land of Nth come for a
royal inspection and wind up lost.

In this tween adaptation, the origins
and effects of confidence are
explored and explained in a vibrant,
approachable way.

“Tweens will instantly connect with
innovative, hardworking Thisby and cheer her on…
An intriguing page-turner.”—School Library Journal

“This is the book every girl needs to
make her dreams come true.”
—Laurie Hernandez, US Olympic gold medalist
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE NONFICTION / GIRLS & WOMEN
(cbr1) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538497517
$39.99
L 9781538497524

$76.00
$64.99

$59.99

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/17/18 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE FICTION / FANTASY & MAGIC
(cby0) 11.25 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538501054
$39.99
L 9781538501061

Wedgie & Gizmo vs. the Toof

Ghost Boys

The Unflushables

The Wedgie & Gizmo Series, Book 2
by Suzanne Selfors
Reader to be announced

by Jewell Parker Rhodes
Read by Miles Harvey

by Ron Bates
Foreword by James Patterson
Read by Adam McArthur

Wedgie LOVES the new micro-pig
next door. And she LOVES him! But
Gizmo knows the truth—Super
Wedgie and the Toof have teamed
up to stop Gizmo from taking over
the world.

“Readers will love Wedgie and Gizmo’s
distinct and hilarious voices!”
—John Schumacher, ambassador for School Libraries,
praise for the series
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/17/18 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE FICTION / HUMOROUS STORIES
(cby1) 3 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538501658
$39.99
L 9781538501665

$49.99

Jewell Parker Rhodes deftly weaves
historical and socio-political layers
into a gripping and poignant story
about how children and families face
the complexities of today’s world.

Nitro has been overrun by mutant
creatures. It’s up to Sully and a league
of long-forgotten plumber heroes to
save the day, making it safe to flush
again. It’s a dirty job, but someone’s
got to do it!

“Rhodes captures the all-too-real pain of racial
injustice and provides an important window for
readers who are just beginning to explore the ideas
of privilege and implicit bias.”

“Pacey, punchy, and with more jokes than
you can shake a plunger at.”

—School Library Journal (starred review)

—Mo O’Hara, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/17/18 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE FICTION / PEOPLE & PLACES / UNITED STATES /
AFRICAN AMERICAN • (ccez) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs
$76.99
 9781549172427
N 9781538584446

$59.99

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE FICTION / HUMOROUS STORIES
(ccdt) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 9781549171741

$90.99

$59.99

The Pompeii Disaster

The Clear Skin Diet

• Print run: 40,000

The Flashback Four Series, Book 3
by Dan Gutman
Reader to be announced

The Six-Week Program for Beautiful Skin
by Nina Nelson and Randa Nelson
Foreword by John McDougall
Reader to be announced

• Nina and Randa Nelson’s YouTube
channel has over 622,000 subscribers

In the third book of Gutman’s latest
series, the Flashback Four travel back
in time to snap a new photo for the
Zandergoth collection—a shot of
Vesuvius erupting!

Based on solid nutritional science vetted by top
nutrition experts, The Clear Skin Diet is an accessible
guide to a simple six-week plan that will give
listeners, whether thirteen or forty-three years old,
the confidence to start living life again.

• The Nelson sisters are active on Twitter
and Facebook, with over 19,000 followers
combined
• The Clear Skin Diet has received a lot of high
praise from published medical professionals

“Nina and Randa have cracked the code for curing acne with diet.
These two young ladies are ideal representatives to take this important
information to a desperate public.”

“History can be hilarious, at least in the hands of
author Dan Gutman.”
—Washington Post, on The Lincoln Project

—John McDougall, MD, author of The Healthiest Diet on the Planet
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/3/18 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE / GENERAL
(cbjr) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538498149
$39.99
L 9781538498156

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 4/10/18 • FOR AGES 12–17
HEALTH & FITNESS / BEAUTY & GROOMING • (ccm4) 6.5 hours • 5 CDs
$59.99

 9781549198144

$69.99

Over 10,000 titles with more added each day at BlackstoneLibrary.com
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MAY PREVIEW
EXCLUSIVE!

The Crooked Staircase

The Gray Ghost

Battling an epidemic of murder-suicides
has made rogue FBI agent Jane Hawk
a wanted fugitive, relentlessly hunted
by the government and by the secret
cabal behind the plot. Propelled by her
insistence on justice, she must confront
the lethal forces arrayed against her.

More than a century after Marcus Peyton
was blamed for the theft of a Rolls-Royce
prototype from the streets of Manchester,
England, the car vanishes again, and with
it, a rare object hidden inside, prompting
Peyton’s grandson asks Sam and Remi
Fargo to prove his grandfather’s innocence.

The Jane Hawk Novels, Book 3
by Dean Koontz
Reader to be announced

The Fargo Adventures Series, Book 10
by Clive Cussler and Robin Burcell
Reader to be announced

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• A #1 New York Times bestselling author

• National advertising campaign

• The addition of cowriter Robin Burcell brings a woman’s point of view,
along with terrific law enforcement credentials, to the series

• Online marketing outreach
• National and local review and feature print attention
• Online review and feature attention
• Targeted blogger outreach

“Gripping…Koontz has created such a
wonderful character in Jane Hawk.”

• Will appeal to fans of David Baldacci and James Patterson

“Cussler teaming with Burcell for this Fargo adventure
continues the trend of quality writing and an
extra-fast pace tossed in with some thrilling history.
Fans of this series expect nothing less.”
—Associated Press

—Associated Press, praise for the series

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/8/18
FICTION / THRILLERS • (cgxa) 9 hours • 8 CDs
 9781543627275 $99.99

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/29/18
FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE • (cdsx) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs
 9780525592433 $95.99

Pops

Shelter in Place

Fatherhood in Pieces
by Michael Chabon
Reader to be announced

by Nora Roberts
Reader to be announced

Inspired by a 2016 trip to Paris Men’s Fashion Week
with his son, these essays on fatherhood illuminate
the meaning, magic, and mysteries of fatherhood as
only Michael Chabon can.

A public shooting at a mall continues to scar survivors
years later. Though the community has been rebuilding and healing over time, history is looking to repeat
itself with even deadlier ramifications.

• Print run: 150,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• New York Times bestselling author

• Nora Roberts is the winner of several Quill Awards and RITA Awards, including
the 2007 Quill Award for Book of the Year

• Chabon has won numerous awards for his writing, including the Pulitzer Prize
• Pops is based on a piece Chabon wrote for GQ magazine, which quickly
became a viral sensation

“Hilarious, moving, pleasurable, disturbing, transcendent, restless.”
—San Francisco Chronicle on Manhood for Amateurs
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/15/18
LITERARY COLLECTIONS / ESSAYS • (cbdm) 4.75 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
 9781538549346 $49.99
L 9781538549360
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• Over fifty-nine million copies of Roberts’ novels have been sold to date

“Electric and groundbreaking…A fast-paced, mesmerizing, and thoughtprovoking novel that will no doubt add to Roberts’ legions of fans.”
—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) on Year One
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/29/18
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN • (cfm5) 14 hours • 12 CDs
 9781536696875 $99.99

Tel: 1-800-621-0182 • libraryservices@blackstoneaudio.com • www.BlackstoneLibrary.com

MAY PREVIEW
By Invitation Only

Hell Divers III: Deliverance

A young Chicagoan falls for the owner of a farm on
Johns Island, a lush paradise off the coast of South
Carolina—trading the bustle of a cosmopolitan city
for the vagaries of a southern town.

The high-octane thrills continue. Will the heroic Hell
Divers locate Xavier “X” Rodriguez, the one man
that can lead them to a new home, or is humanity
doomed forever?

A Novel
by Dorothea Benton Frank
Reader to be announced

• Print run: 250,000
• New York Times bestselling author
• Frank has a huge network of loyal fans who eagerly await each new book
• Frank’s most recent bestseller, Same Beach, Next Year, debuted at #4 on the
New York Times list, where it remained in the top ten for three weeks

“This new novel was worth the wait. I devoured it as soon as it arrived.”

The Hell Divers Series, Book 3
by Nicholas Sansbury Smith
Reader to be announced

• Nicholas Sansbury Smith is a USA Today bestselling author with a devoted fan
base and receives consistently high praise from his peers
• Will appeal to fans of World War Z by Max Brooks and The Remaining by D. J. Molles
• Also available: Hell Divers and Hell Divers II: Ghosts

“A page-turner from beginning to end, a beach read with a brain.”
—William Massa, author of Silicon Man, on Orbs

—Huffington Post on Same Beach, Next Year
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/15/18
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN • (ce3a) 12.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
 9781538519462 $59.99
L 9781538519486

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/15/18
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / APOCALYPTIC & POST-APOCALYPTIC
(bts2) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$29.95
 9781504782395 $76.00
L 9781504782418

A Sharp Solitude

Not That Bad

A Novel of Suspense
The Glacier Mystery Series, Book 4
by Christine Carbo
Reader to be announced
When a murdered journalist’s body is found in
Montana, Investigator Ali Paige is not assigned the
case since the crime was on state land. But the prime
suspect is her child’s father—and he just ran.

Dispatches from Rape Culture
by Roxane Gay
Reader to be announced
Cultural critic and author Roxane Gay presents a
collection of previously published essays that explore
what it means to live in a world where women are
frequently belittled and harassed due to their gender.
• Combined print run: 100,000

• The first three books in the series received strong praise from critics

• Roxane Gay is a New York Times bestselling author with an enormous fan base

• Will appeal to fans of Louise Penny, C. J. Box, and Nevada Barr

• Will appeal to fans of How to Be a Woman by Caitlin Moran and Pulphead by
John Jeremiah Sullivan

“Stunning descriptions of rampaging forest fires, majestic
mountain ranges, and violent storms.”

“A strikingly fresh cultural critic.”

—New York Times on The Weight of Night
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/29/18
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (c1df) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$29.95
 9781504760805 $105.00
L 9781504760829
N 9781538547403 $74.99

—Washington Post, praise for the author
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/1/18
SOCIAL SCIENCE / GENDER STUDIES • (ce31) 10.75 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
 9781538518984 $59.99
L 9781538519004

Robert B. Parker’s Old Black Magic

How It Happened

The Spenser Series, Book 46
by Ace Atkins, with Robert B. Parker
Reader to be announced

Tough-but-tender Boston PI Spenser delves into the
black market art scene to investigate a decades-long
unsolved crime—a legendary heist that people are
still talking about twenty years later.

by Michael Koryta
Read by Robert Petkoff

When notorious heroin addict Kimberly Crepeaux
confesses to her role in two brutal murders, FBI investigator Rob Barrett believes her. But one thing remains
elusive: Where are the bodies?
• Print run: 100,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• New York Times bestselling author

• Atkins was handpicked by the late Robert B. Parker’s estate to carry on his
literary legacy

• Koryta delivers a keenly felt and realistic portrait of life in rural America

“Atkins has done a splendid job of capturing the
voice of the late Robert B. Parker.”
—Publishers Weekly, praise for the author
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/1/18
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / GENERAL • (cd4a) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs
 9781101924655 $73.99

• Rob Barrett is a classic character in the vein of Lee Child and Michael Connelly

“Koryta, a widely praised veteran of cross-genre tales,
has upped his game.”
—Booklist (starred review) on Those Who Wish Me Dead
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/15/18
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (cdbx) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 9781549198380 $109.99

Over 10,000 titles with more added each day at BlackstoneLibrary.com
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MAY PREVIEW
War Storm

Navy Grooms

The Red Queen Series, Book 4
by Victoria Aveyard
Reader to be announced

Navy Brat & Navy Woman
The Navy Series, Book 3 & 4
by Debbie Macomber
Reader to be announced

As violence escalates and a Silver-on-Silver war broils,
Mare knows it’s her last chance to take back her world.
But even victory comes at a price in this finale to the
wildly popular series.

Brandon is all she’s ever dreamed of, but he’s also
navy—and Erin has one rule: never fall for a navy man.
Though fraternizing is taboo, how long can Catherine
and her new boss, Royce, resist romance?

• Print run: 600,000
• #1 New York Times bestselling author and series

• Print run: 700,000

• This blockbuster series has sold nearly two million copies

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

“A sizzling, imaginative thriller, where romance and revolution collide,
where power and justice duel. It’s exhilarating. Compelling.”
—USA Today on Red Queen

• Macomber has a strong online presence and actively engages with fans
through social media

“I’ve never met a Macomber book I didn’t love!”
—Linda Lael Miller, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/15/18 • FOR AGES 12–17
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / FANTASY / GENERAL • (ccfo) 13.25 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
 9781538496886 $59.99
L 9781538496893

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/29/18
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY
(ceks) 16.5 hours • 13 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs
$55.99
 9781538516324 $59.99
L 9781538516331

An Honorable Seduction

Brooklyn House Magician’s Manual

Romancing Swan Jamison is part of David Holloway’s SEAL team mission. But as his feelings become
increasingly real, it tests his honor and he knows he
must make a choice: duty or desire?

If the blood of the pharaohs runs in your veins, you
can’t afford to be without this guide to Ancient Egyptian deities and creatures.

The Westmoreland Legacy Series, Book 3
by Brenda Jackson
Read by Brian Hutchison

• New York Times bestselling author
• Jackson is one of today’s hottest African American romance writers
• A must-have for fans of Lori Foster and Francis Ray

Your Guide to Egyptian Gods & Creatures, Glyphs &
Spells, & More
by Rick Riordan
Reader to be announced

• Print run: 150,000
• #1 New York Times bestselling author
• More than eighty-six million Rick Riordan books are in print in the US alone

“Brenda Jackson writes romance that sizzles and characters
you fall in love with.”
—Lori Foster, New York Times bestselling author, praise for the author
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/8/18
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (ceka) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
 9781538515785 $49.99
L 9781538515792

“[A] riotously paced quest…that questions the realities of our
world, family, friendship, and loyalty.”
—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) on The Lightning Thief
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/1/18 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE FICTION / LEGENDS, MYTHS, FABLES / GENERAL • (ceum) 3 hours • 3 CDs
 9780525590903 $65.99

The Burning Maze

Fade to Black

The formerly glorious god Apollo, cast down to earth
in punishment by Zeus, is now an awkward mortal
teenager named Lester Papadopoulos. How can he
regain his place on Mount Olympus?

After one of her costars is murdered, cult TV show
host Marnie Davante could be in grave danger herself.
PI Bryan McFadden struggles to understand the killer’s
motive, but the killer might not even be human.

The Trials of Apollo Series, Book 3
by Rick Riordan
Read by Robbie Daymond

• Print run: 400,000

• Print run: 2,000,000

• New York Times bestselling author and series

• #1 New York Times bestselling author
• Favorite characters from the bestselling Percy Jackson series return

“[A] riotously paced quest…that questions the realities of our
world, family, friendship, and loyalty.”
—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) on The Lightning Thief
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/1/18 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE / GENERAL • (cd48) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs
 9780525529149 $103.99
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The Krewe of Hunters Series, Book 24
by Heather Graham
Reader to be announced

• Graham’s stories are known for their remarkable emphasis on location, drawing
listeners into deeply developed settings that are moody, atmospheric, and tense

“A great read with twists and turns on every page
that is classic Graham style.”
—RT Book Reviews (4 stars) on Wicked Deeds
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/29/18
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUPERNATURAL • (cekp) 12.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
 9781538516232 $59.99
L 9781538516249

Tel: 1-800-621-0182 • libraryservices@blackstoneaudio.com • www.BlackstoneLibrary.com

MAY PREVIEW
Barracoon

An American Quilt

The Story of the Last “Black Cargo”
by Zora Neale Hurston
Edited by Deborah Plant
Reader to be announced
A major literary event—this is the never-before-published work that tells the true story of one of the last
survivors of the Atlantic slave trade—abducted from
Africa on the last “black cargo” ship.
• Print run: 150,000
• A major literary event: a never-before-published work from revered author
Zora Neale Hurston

“Astonishingly, this account of their conversations has never
before been published.”
—Library Journal
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/8/18
SOCIAL SCIENCE / ETHNIC STUDIES / AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES
(c9wg) 7 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
 9781538519288 $49.99
L 9781538519301

Unfolding a Story of Family and Slavery
by Rachel May
Reader to be announced
Through the discovery of a remarkable quilt, May’s
rich new book explores the far reach of slavery, from
New England to the Caribbean, and the role it played
in the growth of mercantile America
• A fresh examination of slavery in America—in the north and through the
booming textile business
• Rachel May is also an accomplished quilter herself, and so brings a unique
understanding to the physical artifact at hand

“Marvelous…Belongs in all quilting collections.”
—Library Journal (starred review) on Quilting with a Modern Slant
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/1/18
HISTORY / AFRICAN AMERICAN • (ci7g) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$29.95
 9781538548271 $105.00
L 9781538548295

How to Change Your Mind

The Order of Time

What the New Science of Psychedelics Teaches Us
about Consciousness, Dying, Addiction, Depression,
and Transcendence
by Michael Pollan
Read by the author
Pollan tackles the unruly history of psychedelics, his
personal adventures, new research in LSD, and more.
• New York Times bestselling author
• Like The Omnivore’s Dilemma before it, How to Change Your Mind will be a
grand and game-changing work, a landmark study of psychedelic drugs, and a
book unlikely to be supplanted for decades—if at all
• Will appeal to fans of Aldous Huxley and Timothy Leary
• Comprehensive online and social media campaign
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/15/18
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY • (cfft) 13 hours • 11 CDs
 9780525627159 $95.99

by Carlo Rovelli
Reader to be announced

Time tends to be considered uniform and universal,
but it may be much more complicated than that. Here
Rovelli suggests that the flow of time depends more on
perspective and emotion than the physical universe.
• New York Times bestselling author
• Carlo Rovelli is an Italian theoretical physicist and one of the founders of the
loop quantum gravity theory
• Rovelli’s books have been translated into over forty languages

“An intriguing meditation on the nature of the universe and our attempts
to understand it that should appeal to both scientists and general readers.”
—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) on Seven Brief Lessons on Physics
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/8/18
SCIENCE / TIME • (cebf) 6 hours • 5 CDs
 9780525626077 $73.99

The High Tide Club

Miss Subways

by Mary Kay Andrews
Reader to be announced

A Novel
by David Duchovny
Reader to be announced

When a ninety-nine-year-old heiress summons Brooke
to her twenty-thousand-acre barrier island home,
Brook is puzzled. She is soon drawn into the woman’s
tales of friendship, secrets, and even murder.

Miss Subways is one woman’s trippy, mystical journey
down parallel tracks of time and love. On the way,
Emer will battle natural and supernatural forces to find
her true voice, power, and destiny.

• New York Times bestselling author
• Andrews is active on social media, with over 125,000 Facebook followers

• New York Times bestselling author

• Also available: Little Bitty Lies, Savannah Blues, The Weekenders, and many more

• Author appearances

• National print and online publicity

• National publicity and advertising

“Not just good, it is beyond good…Summer doesn’t truly begin
without a Mary Kay Andrews book in your beach bag.”

“This moving, beautiful novel resonates with laughter
and tears throughout.”
—USA Today on Bucky F*cking Dent

—RT Book Reviews (4½ stars, Top Pick!) on The Weekenders
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/8/18
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN • (cczm) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781427297174 $86.99

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/1/18
FICTION / LITERARY • (cenu) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs
 9781427297051 $70.99

Over 10,000 titles with more added each day at BlackstoneLibrary.com
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MAY PREVIEW
Send Down the Rain

The Nerdiest, Wimpiest, Dorkiest
I Funny Ever

by Charles Martin
Reader to be announced

Allie, twice widowed, has lost her family’s beloved
waterfront restaurant. When an old childhood sweetheart offers to help rebuilt it, it seems the flame may
reignite—until an old secret emerges.
• New York Times bestselling author
• The Mountain between Us is the basis of an award–winning 2017 film starring
Kate Winslet and Idris Elba
• Will appeal to fans of The Sea Keeper’s Daughter by Lisa Wingate

“Martin is the new king of the romantic novel.”

A Middle School Story
The I Funny Series, Book 6
by James Patterson, with Chris Grabenstein
Reader to be announced

Jamie Grimm is taking his fame to international levels
by competing in the world kid comic contest. Will he prove that he’s the funniest
kid on earth?
• Print run: 300,000
• #1 New York Times bestselling author and series
• Disney Canada has signed on for an I Funny television series

\“A brimming bucket of ba-da-bing!”

—Huffington Post on A Life Intercepted
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/8/18
FICTION / LITERARY • (cgds) 11 hours • 9 CDs
 9781543676488 $75.99

—Booklist on I Funny
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/7/18 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE FICTION / HUMOROUS STORIES • (cdc9) 4 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$34.99
 9781549198519 $49.99
L 9781549198526

I’m Keith Hernandez

Well, That Escalated Quickly

by Keith Hernandez
Read by the author

Memoirs and Mistakes of an Accidental Activist
by Franchesca Ramsey
Reader to be announced

In this memoir, baseball fans will finally get the chance
to hear the unvarnished truth from Keith Hernandez
himself, the man with the iconic mustache and the
best sense of humor in the game.

In this sharp, funny, and timely collection of personal
essays, Franchesca Ramsey explores race, identity, online
activism, and the downfall of real communication in the
age of social media rants, trolls, and call-out wars.

• Print run: 100,000
• Hernandez was a five-time Major League Baseball All-Star and was corecipient
of the 1979 National League MVP
• I’m Keith Hernandez includes the story of his role in one of the most exciting
batting races in history against Pete Rose

• Print run: 50,000
• Franchesca Ramsey has partnered with Comedy Central to develop a late night
show tackling race, identity, and pop culture
• Ramsay is also the host of MTV’s web series Decoded

• Will appeal to fans of Game 7, 1986 by Ron Darling and One Year Dynasty by
Matthew Silverman

• Ramsey is active on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, with over 545,000
followers combined

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/15/18
SPORTS & RECREATION / BASEBALL / GENERAL • (c4zp) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 9781478921790 $90.99

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/22/18
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / ENTERTAINMENT & PERFORMING ARTS
(cdce) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs
 9781549198816 $76.99]

The Sex Issue

Ruthless Tide

This conversation-sparking book answers all your
questions about sexuality, seduction, sex, and more.

Central Pennsylvania’s Great Flood of 1889 remains the
deadliest in US history, killing more than 2,200 people.
Al Roker creates a classic account of the natural world
at its most terrifying.

Everything You’ve Always Wanted to Know about
Sexuality, Seduction, and Desire
by the Editors of GOOP
Foreword by Gwyneth Paltrow
Reader to be announced

• Print run: 50,000

• Print run: 50,000
• GOOP magazine has over 500,000 Facebook and Twitter followers combined
• Includes interviews with dozens of medical authorities and experts, including
Sara Gottfried, MD; and Peggy Orenstein

• New York Times bestselling author
• Al Roker is a thirteen-time Emmy winner for his work on NBC’s Today show
• This is the first major work on the flood in fifty years

“[A] vivid and absorbing account…Spellbinding and informative.”

• Magazine website: Goop.com

—Booklist on The Storm of the Century

• National publicity and review campaign
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/1/18
SELF-HELP / SEXUAL INSTRUCTION • (cdcv) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs
 9781549199677 $69.99
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The Tragic Epic of the Johnstown Flood
by Al Roker
Reader to be announced

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/22/18
HISTORY / UNITED STATES / 20TH CENTURY • (c7wr) 10.75 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
 9781538419359 $59.99
L 9781538419366

Tel: 1-800-621-0182 • libraryservices@blackstoneaudio.com • www.BlackstoneLibrary.com

MAY PREVIEW
West like Lightning

Life after Darkness

The Brief, Legendary Ride of the Pony Express
by Jim DeFelice
Reader to be announced

Finding Healing and Happiness after the
Cleveland Kidnappings
by Michelle Knight
Reader to be announced

This thrilling narrative history of the iconic Pony
Express is an exciting tale of daring young men
pushing limits to the extremes across the vast,
rugged, and unsettled American West.

Michelle Knight captured the world’s attention when
she and two fellow kidnapping victims were found and
freed after being held for more than a decade. But what
happened after her escape?

• Print run: 75,000
• #1 New York Times bestselling coauthor of American Sniper
• While using previously untapped primary sources, DeFelice personally
traveled the route of the Pony Express, conducting research along the way

“It lasted barely two years (the telegraph took over), but it was
a glorious demonstration of American vitality.”

• #1 New York Times bestselling author
• Print run: 75,000

“In the twelve years of doing the Dr. Phil show, no one has changed
me like Michelle Knight and her story of survival.”
—Dr. Phil McGraw on Finding Me

—Library Journal
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/8/18
HISTORY / UNITED STATES / 19TH CENTURY • (c7xg) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$39.99
 9781538420102 $59.99
L 9781538420119

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/1/18
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS • (c9zu) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs
 9781549198496 $76.99

Political Risk

A Higher Loyalty

How Businesses and Organizations Can Anticipate
Global Insecurity
by Condoleezza Rice and Amy Zegart
Reader to be announced
Political Risk analyzes the changing political landscape,
what businesses can do to navigate it, and what everyone can learn about how to deal with rapidly changing
global dynamics.

Truth, Lies, and Leadership
by James Comey
Reader to be announced
Former FBI director James Comey shares his neverbefore-told experiences from some of the higheststakes situations of his career in the past two decades
of American government.

• Print run: 150,000

• James Comey was a major player in national events surrounding the 2016
election and its aftermath

• Condoleezza Rice is a professor of Political Economy in the Stanford Graduate
School of Business and a former Secretary of State of the United States

• A Higher Loyalty sheds new light on controversial topics like Comey’s
investigation into Hillary Clinton’s emails and his firing by President Trump

“An important contribution to a pressing debate on democracy today.”
—Kofi Annan, former secretary-general of the United Nations
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/1/18
POLITICAL SCIENCE / GEOPOLITICS • (cfy1) 13 hours • 10 CDs
 9781549198342 $105.99

• Comey is active on Twitter, with over 648,000 followers
• National online publicity
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/1/18
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / POLITICAL • (ccdo) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781427298294 $86.99

The Seasonaires

Beautiful Losers

A Novel
by Janna King
Reader to be announced
When corporate greed, rivalries, and personal conflicts
are mixed with sex, drugs, and the naïveté of youth,
the results are explosive, and a murder sullies the idyllic
lives of six young summer employees.
• Janna King has an extensive background in television writing and directing
• King’s movies and TV series have been seen on Lifetime, the Hallmark Channel,
and more

“What if you could get paid to jet around the world all summer, play polo,
and throw parties on the beach…Just you wait and see.”
—Glamour
SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 5/2/18
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN • (cavh) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$29.95
 9781538476758 $90.00
L 9781538476772
N 9781538542446 $64.99

by Leonard Cohen
Reader to be announced
This well-known experimental novel from the 1960s
imagines hell as an apartment in Montreal, where a
bereaved and lust-tormented narrator reconstructs his
relationships with the dead.
• Cohen was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2008 and
received a Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award in 2010
• Available on audio for the first time
• Other works by Leonard Cohen are also coming soon from Blackstone

“Gorgeously written…One comes out of it having seen terrible
and beautiful visions.”
—New York Times
AVAILABLE 5/29/18
FICTION / LITERARY • (ci8x) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
$29.95
 9781538548691 $76.00
L 9781538548714

Over 10,000 titles with more added each day at BlackstoneLibrary.com
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